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McCuistoh of Murray received the
American Farmer Degree at
ceremonies here Nov. 10 during the 50th
National Convention of the Future
Farmers of America.
____McCmistan_is._the  son of Mr nnii Mrs
W. D. McCuiston, Route 4, Murray, and
attends Callow-ay County High School.
Be was one of 801 FFA members
selected to receive the American
a ; Deilree, . higtieSt Anne- of
membership the FE_A-A_s_holder.
the American Farmer Degree, he-jeins
w select group representing about one- -
percent of all FFA members. -
Each American Farmer Degree
recipient is presented a gold key and
certificate by the Future Farmers of
America. They also received a cash
award for.travel to Kansas City and
attend a breakfast in their honor.
The American Farmer Degree is the
highest degree of membership in the
FFA. It is presented only by the
National Organization of the Future
Farme-rs'ot-lonerica'to-memben-Who
have demonstrated exceptional
agricultural and leadership ability.
State FFA Associations may submit
candidates for the American Farmer
Degree based on total FFA mem-
bership_th_thestate, The 801 m.embers
awarded the AmericanTarmer Degree
this year represent - the- highest
achievement of more than 509,735 FFA
members in 8,148 high school
-vocational aariculturedertments.
_All the ..FFA mem •biers who receive
the AmeriCan Farmer Degree -beetles_
After at least one
semester of vocational agriculture,
members may be edvanced by the local
chapter to the degree Of "Chapter
Farmer." The third degree, that of
"State Farmer" is presented by the
State FFA Associationt Onlyatialeats
who have _ earned the State Farmer
Degree are eligible for the American
Farmer Degree.
See McCUISTON,
Page 10, Column 5
' 4401\
I5c Per Cop)
•••• •-••••••‘ ........-•,••••••• •
AMEIKAN-fARMFA AWARD -I-, _Latnart_Badr404 N.gioasj'iria identia
the Future Farmers of America presents the American Farmer Degree to
Steve McCuiston of Murray. The American Farmer Degree is the highest
degree of membership in the FM. It was presented to 801 FFA members
during the 50th National FFA Convention held in Kansas City, Missouri,
November 11-11.
- England Honored
Calloway Speech Team Wins 4th Victory
Both Calloway County High School
Speech Team and its coach Larry
England received top honors Saturday
at Trigg County High School.
The Laker speech team captured its
fourth straight tournament victory at
Trigg, amassing a total 398 sweep-
were: Chuck Williams, boy's- ex-
temporaneous; Sheila Darnell, prose;
Lesa Hoke, dramatic interpretation;
Rick Cunningham, storytelling; Ginger
Mitchell, solo acting; Jackie Parker,
poetry; and Lesa Hoke Debbie
Smith, duet acting.
_siaaes-poinisansan-yirstiasceionorsr------Team.membees-awarded-third-weret--• •
team_4___Oecia,,_.receiiticLthe„Karen  Edwardia_aratory and girra._,,2 Central ifighSelteelIntWpaloariat
coveted Mary G. Rutherford Coach's extemporaneous; and Mickey Hutson, the most important tournaments of the
Award in the invila_tional. _ storytelling. season. -
Twenty five of the -30' "ifiegithera-: "The debate-teams fared 'extremely -- • England is the second reeipient of the,
competing for Callowai.gialifiailAw____ WeV_E.nala$ said. -Thejggmjil„.-14ari Pt, Rutherford Coach!a.Aimti, .
finals, according to England Mempers 'Chris Taylor and Dale Finney received Last year, It was presented to Jim
placing first were: John Brinkley, second place honors. Both tied for third Turner, who was the coach at
oratory and boy's extemporaneous; - Place speaker honors as well. The Russellville at that time.
Tammy -Fattier, -SOW- titling and team of Craig Redden and The award waresiablished TAM year
dramatic interleetatWAL_Gail Tucker, Bruce - McManus won third place after the death of Mary Rutherford, the-
araiemporaneeas; and- piana-====iiiiinors,- -Battleground AcademY-frOrii- faimdeFtind roadi---aTtrie-Tritfiffroilllff
tgashville Won first place in debate.' - High -School Teani, 'fiiitherford
- winners- receiving - -second- place Other-team members reaching finale-- was. fatally  iniArea 
were: Danny Lamb, Melealt Paschall;
Kim Kemp, Rhoda Darnell, James
Bibb, Tanuny Lax, Dawn Sledd, Celia&
Curd, Patty Robinson, 'Kim
Weatherford, Mike Jackson, Sandy
White and Donna Swift.
The taker Speech and Debate Team
61 • • a • :
imes




The 'initial steps have been taken in
-Murray-and-in. Washington,--D€--'to'
establish a perpetuarscholafship at




friendta_and associates tethered at the
Holiday forbreakfast last Friday to
hear tributespaid tti- his life and eareer
and to hear the proposed scholarship
discussed.
Mr. Stubblefield, who served in the
U.S. Congress from Kentucky's First
District for 16 years before an un-
Se-election. in _1974, •
died October 14 in the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital following an illness of
two years.
accident, TheaWardrin her memoryris --
an engraved silver tray.
To -determine the winner of the
award, all coaches present at the
tournament voted for the coach they
felt was Most qualified and deserving of
the honor. England,' who has built the
C y front a 
fwmembers _in_AVO to the. leading 
National Forensie Leaguw Chapter in
the state of Kentucky this year, led the
Laker Speech Team to a State
gimptiioeship in April of this year..
Thus far in this season, his team is
SPEECH HONOREES - Calloway County High Speech Team captured its fourth straight victory in competition
Saturday at-Ti,gg County. Plus the taker Er:tack-Lawry England, received-the coveled  Mary G  Rutherford Coach's
Award. Pictured above is the varsity; team With the trophies they brought back to Calloway County High, plus com h
England With his award.
inside today 
Debate Team Wins
The Murray High School Novice
Debate Team composed of Pat Whitlow
and Kent Harmon won second place
with a three to one record at the Speech
Meet held Saturday at Trigg County
HigtiSchOol. •
_ Pat Whitlow also won third place in
debate speaker awards, according to
Mark Etherton, coach for the Murray
High Speech Team.
Other Murray High students taking .
top honors were Mark Austin, first inf
prose reading; Richard Simon, third in
humorous interpretation; Ray Stewart,
third in extemporaneous speaking..
Debbie Geurin, Heather Kodman,
• Donna Bailey, Johnny Carruthers,
Tanunie Melton, Kayne Beasley', Carol
Sears, Kim Owens, Serena Sandness,
and-Mike- Pitts were Murray High .
Students also taking part in the Trigg
One Section - 10 Pages
Politicians always say they don't want to get into the
numbers game. They do. It's the only game between
elections. Read AP Correspondent Walter Mears' com-
ments today, Page 4.
partly sunny
.Partly sunny today, high in the
low and mid 50s. Partly cloudy
and cool tonight, low from the
upper 30s to low 40s. Increasing .
cloudiness and a little warmer*
Tuesday with chance for showers.







Deaths St Funerals .;
Farm Page 
Horoscope 
Let's Stay Well 
. Local Scene 2 
Opinion Page . 







Murray High School Tiger "Light
Brigade" color guard took top honors
Saturday at the Vanderbilt Open Flag
and Rifle Contest and Festival in Nash-
ville.
.-.. The "Lightfirigade.undersitrection.
of James Light, associate heed
director, and Kathy Fenton, color
guard commander, took first place
honors in the combined flag and rifle
class and took the grand champion
award overall.
- The ",Light-Brigadetin, ils second
year, is also led by flag captain Datum
Shipley and the rifle captain Deana
Seigier- -
Murray High's "Light Brigade" is_
made up of 21 members of the Murray
High Band Color Guard. and will be
performing at some Murray High
basketball home games, according to
Light. The unit will also be performing
at the 'Murray State-Tennessee Tech
basketball game on Feb. 6, 1978.
Other eolor guards who placed in the
competition were McGavock High
- School, Nashville, Tenn., second place
in the combined flag and rifle class,
Dyersburg High School, Dyersburg,
Tenn., third in the combined flag and
rifle class, Alcoa High School, Alcoa,
Tenn., first in the rifles-only class, and
Tullahoma High School_ Tullahoma,
Tenn., first in the flags only class.
Judges for the contest were Jim Blair
and-Doug Noel,. from the Southeastern
Color Guard Circuit end Richard
McAnulty from Middle Tennessee State
University.
According to Light, "This was the
tt competition of this type therray group has ever entered.
Maneuyers are performed on a
basketball court ta taped music. Judges
are placed in the stands and place the
groups en the basis of marching per-
-formance, equipment usage and
general effect. Penalties are levied for
such infractions as dropped equipment
and rules violations. Out of a possible
300 points, Murray scored 281.4."
Murray High "Light Brigade".
members are: (flags) Carol Mon-
tgomery: Cindy Montgomery, Karen
Bailey, Laura Shinners, Angela Rick-
man, Delores Honchul, Edwina Elkins,
Christine Grogran, Susan Kurt, Bar-
bara Campbell and Patricia Johnson;
(rifles) Julie Sams, Beth Taylit Kr ista
. Thomas, Lee Bryan and Tina Tay or;
(American flag unit) Laura %,Vat ins
__and,liagegikakley. . •
Methodist Church in Murray, said,
"-Frank-Albert did not seek theacclaim
of the crowd. He shunned back-patting,
and engaged only_ in those things wh
would britpg honor to his hometown, his
district; his state-and his nation. •
-"He _ gave- his - Support without
reservation to Murray State Univer-
sity," he said. "because he recognized
that the university stands for and is
dedicated to the development of the
kind of-leaders that we need for the
future in West Kentucky."
At the time of his death, Mr. Stub-
blefield was a member of the Murray
Stateeboard of regents. His successor,
commonwealth Attorney Run
In speaking to the group; Dr. James
Fisher, minister of -the First United
Christopher, was among those at
Friday's meeting here.
Mancil -Vinson, director of alumni
-affairs, told the group that it has been -
-requested 4ty.-.-the Stubblefield7famify-
that the scholar-shM go each year-to a -••-
ituderifor studenta; depending upan the
-lulu's: available, . from__ the. Fir L=-
Congressional District of Kentucky to
which Mr. Stubblefield represented '
ablely for so king.
• Funds for the scholarship, half of
which will be awarded at the beginning
of the fall semester, beginning in 1978,
and half at the beginning of the spring
-semester 6f 1979, will be-determined by
the contributions made tie& All funds
contributed, he said, will be invested,
and the interest generated used to fund
the annual awards. _
Application forms for the scholar-
ship, Vinson said, will be mailed to
guidance counselors m the met
. District high' schools January 1. Win-
ners will be selected by the alumni
rich association's scholarship committee
and-their names announced'at-IM
annaaritiumni banquetMlhe_.spring-_
"This will be truly a fitting memorial
to Mr. Stubblefield," he said, "and will
serve the people of the First District,
wiggesitiV -
The Washington meeting, coor-
dinated with the opening in .MOrray,
was arranged by Frank Ellis, an
Arlington, Va., food broker, former
Murrayan and former administrator
assistant to the late Congressman. His
brother, former Mayor Holmes Ellis,
pi esided uver the Murray meeting.
STUSBEERRD -SCHOE-ARS14tPt FOTITIPT ' P442),o r Holmes - this is -shown
'residing ataa breakfast meeting-Friala-yat the-Holiday inn and during which
some 50 friends and former associates of the late former U.S.
Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield made preliminary plans for the
establishment Of a memorial scholarship in his name' at Murray State
University. Stubblefield, a native of Murray, represented the si District of
Kentucky in Congress for 16 years before an unsuccessful bid fol 
re:- eTitiii 
-
1974TAlso shown are Dr.1. I. Hortin left, and Dr. lames -Fish r,
.minister a't the First United Methodist Church who delivered a special
tribute to the former Congressman.
County Red Cross
Poster Available
The calloway County, American Red
Cross Chapter is not..., offering families
a poster with new advice on first aid for
poisoning, according to Jean
Blankenship, executive director of the
Red Cross Chapter located at the
courthouse.
"Family members Should know, what
to do and what NOT to do if someone
swallows something harmful or
potentially fatal," Blankenship said.
"Our free poster contains the latest
first aid, information on poisoning from
the National Academy of Sciences and
National Research Council," She ex-
plained. "IT can be posted on the
medicine cabinet, in ttie kitchen or near
a telephone." The poster also has space
for inclusion of telephone numbers of
the Poison Control Center and rescue
Squad-
The poster offers first aid for both
conscious and unconscious victims of
poisoning, Blankenship stated, together
with procedures for handling con-
vulsions and for .giving first aid in.
isolated areas such aicanipsites.
"The best course of action for anyone
is to-take a Red crosss first aid come,"
she said. "Until that time, however, the
public-especially families with 'small
children-should obtain a copy of this
poster as soon as possible!
Blankenship noted that the telephrov
number .to call to obtain a Red 
c 
first aid for poisoning poster is 753-1421.
9r_s_intare etatluerypag may stag by tam
Red Cross office in the courthouse or
send a stamped, self-addressed en-
velope to: Poison Poster," Calloway




The Murray Common Council will
meet in regular kession tonight at 7:30'
p.m. in the studios of MSU-TV on the
Murray •State Campus. The meeting
will be telecast over cable channel 11.
Items scheduled on the agenda in-
_ude_The:
personnel ordinance;
seeorrcl reading of a• city
- A reLo lllll mutation' from Mayer
John E. Scott on filling the vacancy on
The council created the resignation
of,, Tiani Rushing who was recently
elected to the Murray Independent
School.Board ;
- A discussion of the bylaws of the
Murray-Calloway County Park Board;
- Recommendatibes fromthe
Murray . Plarinlhg Commission on
rezoning.property at the intersection of
&al arid the 121 Bypass, and:
• -The hiring of an employee to fills
vacancy in the Murray. Fire Depart-.
•
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Monday, November 14
District FarmBureau King,
Queen, and Talent contest will
be - at Student Center
even F., r.
_Public is invited at no ad-
mission charge.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet
Tuesday; November 15
Kentucky State • Council of
the International-Reading
Associatioo willineet at Trigg
.Caunty Elementary School at
six p.m.
1977
Social breakfast will be at
7 : 30 a.m. followed by showing
by the Hardin Senior-Citizen& -
at seven p.m. --Ellis -Center will be open -
from ten am. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens with work on
thebitraar ln the rnorrdng and
afternoon, sack lunch at noon,
and band practice at one p.m.
Reccvery, Inc., will meet at
seven p.m. at the---Health
Center, North 7th and Olive:"
American Legion and
Auxiliary will have a dinner
meeting at the Legion Hall at
6:30 -p.m. All members are
urged to attend.
Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Monthly skating party for
the Churches of Christ will be
at. Sicateland with those
through the sixth grade to •
skate from six to eight p.m.
and those in stvent11 grade
and up from eight to ten p.m.
Tuesday, November 15
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house. urged to attend., _ .
Wednesday, NoveMber 16
Oaks Country Club women
will have a luncheon at twelve
noon with Betty Sheppard and
Mary Alice Smith as chair-
man. Bridge will be at nine
a.m. with Virginia Jones as
chairoian.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9-.30 am. at the
Dexter Center.
_Film, "THX 1136" by
George Lucas, producer of
Star Wars, will be shown in
Room 423 of Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU, at seven
p.m. Public invited • at •no
charge, . •
New Providence
Homemakers Club will meet
with Sylvia Puckett at one
p.m.
• Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
*ill meet at seven Oil. at the
Masonic Hall.
-,Lake Area Singles will meet
18 seven p.m. at the Bank of
Marshall-County for a potluck
dinner with turkey to be
furnished. Call 753-0499 or 753-
iM1 'for information.
Group Volley Ball will be
played at Kenlake State Park
at seven p.m. Public is in-
vited.
Maryleona Frost Circle of
Church Women will meet with
Mrs. Don Robinson, 1514 Kirk-
wood, at 9:30 a.m.
Group II of First Baptist
Cburch Women will meet at
the home pf,Mrs. I. H. Key at
*Bin. _
:Murray 'POPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Health Center.
Tuesday, November 15
Open house will be held by
the PTA at Carter School from
seven to eight p.m. Refresh-
ments will then be served in
the library. All parents are
•- Wednesday, November 16
Christian Men's Fellowship
V of First Christian Church will
meet at six p.m. at the church






Hardin Senior Citizens will
have crafts day from 9:30 a.m.
to three p.m.
Bowling for senior citizens




Care of Elderly will be at
Room 224; Stewart Stadiunt
MU, from nine a.m. to four
p.m.
Children's Theatre will
present "The Red Shoes" at
9:30 a.m. in -,Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State.
Admission will.be 75 cents_ at
the 'boor- ---------------
STUFF PORK CHOPS
Pork chops that are stuffed
are satisfying when there's to
be only one chop per serving.
Use lean rib pork chops cut 1
inch thick. Make a pocket in
each chop by slicing it in half
letigt)Twiae to the hone:For the
stuffing you can use a dry,
seasoned bread mix made for
stuffing purposes.
+ SECURiTY FEDERAL
41 Savings and loan
41 Is Now
41 OPEN
41+ For Business At It'




And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's ray job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a .
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
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When your child goes to
the hospital, it can be pretty
frightening for-both you-and---
your _ youngster. The ,
homework that you do
before the actual hospital
stay can make the whole
--thing a-- let more com-
fortable for you both.
Anew booklet from the
U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
talks about what yea can-do
to prepare, from choosing a
hospital to answering your
child's questions to
preparing for the child's
return home. For your copy
of When Your Child Goes to
the Hospital, send 85 cents
to the Consumer Infor-
mation Center, Dept. 177E, -
Pueblo, Colorado 81009.
It's important to know the
right questions to ask about
hospital policies. -That-way
- you can make' plaits and
prepare your child. Here
are some good ones:
Do yeti have any 'pre-
admission hospital tours for
kids and their families?




What are your policies
Awn staying overnight
with children in the
hospital? What kind of
sleeping arrangements are
there for parents?
What are the rules about
visiting?
Does the hospital have
any arrangements for
_taking care of. the.-,other
children when' parents
come to • visit the
hospitalized child?
What can the child expect
as a routine part of being
admitted to the hospital?
What kind of tests? Who
will do them?
What kind of room will
the child be in? How many
other children wil1,-be
--there? - --
Do you have any rules
about children bringing
toys or teddy bears to the
-hospital? ,
Does the hospital have
any special policies about
parents being in the
recovery root with their
children? Any policies
about being with the
children while they are
given anesthesia?
-13e-siire to 'talk with. yoUr
child about why he or she is
going to the hospital and
what will happen during the
hospital stay. Preparing
your youngster ahead helps
the recovery too. Since
children ask questions, One
of the best ways you can
help is to explaia.that when
you get there you go to
admissions to answer a lot
of questions, and then you'll
get a bracelet with your
name on it. Then you'll go
to .your foom where you'll
meet some other children
who -are having- treatment--
too. If a blood test will be
taken, tell the child. It also
helps if the child packs his
or her own suitcase And
tucks in a favorite toy.
And tell your child what
the doctor has told you will
actually - happen.. For
-example, if the treatment
involves surgery, tell your
child that after the
operation it will hurt for a
little while. But, then he or
she will start to feel better
and feel like eating.
Knowing what will happen
will give your child an
important security to cling
to when he or she comes out
of the anesthesia.
WINSLOW REUNION - A ten year reunion for all former employes of the Winslow Engineering Company, formerly located on
Last Main Street, MOr,r4.Y, 4114Ltheir_spouses _was held October 22 at the Colonial House Smorgasbord. Frank Kavanaugh was the
inyisier of ceremonies for the dinner with Bob Moody askMg the blessing Pictured, left to right, are, front row, Ilene Aiexander,
Eve tee, Peggy Parrish, Geraldine Hall AdamS, Susie Allen, Juanita Collins, Clara-lee, Neva Mayfield, Emma Story, Edna Howard -
Jerry Lee,-searted, Betty Dodd Euin Willoughby, Ruby Hale, Alice Belt Kent Simpson, Ella Moody Mary Hurt, Eulala Barnett, Frankie
Starks„Doris Weatherford, back sow, -Pat Butterworth, Jackie Butterworth, Bob Bucy, 'Edna Wilson, Ninitiousttln, Sue Cathey, Sue
Cothran, Ophelia Mayer, Jo Miller, Pauline Buchanan, Lucille Rudolph, Mayme Underhill, Mary Green, Lunette Phillips, Lillian
Hughes, and Estelle McDougal. Others attending were Ovie Lee, Bob Parris, Nolan Adams, Bill Collins, lack Mayfield, Nancy
Willoughby, Hilton Hale, J. B. Bell, Patricia Simpson, Bob Moody, junior Barnett, Jess Weatherford, Peggy Butterworth, Martha But-
terworth, Carrie Bucy, Kenneth Wilhite, Leon Cathey, Hubert Cothran, lames Miller, Loyd Buchanan, Robert Ruptd,00tlophb,yEAmlbielny xtRoDe:drds,
6ene Rogers, Eloise Kavanaugh, and Frank Kavanaugh. The group voted to make this an annual event.
Donations Made
For Fund Here
'Vie- *mations- have- -been-
received for the Lucille Austin
French Scholarship fund.
established by the Murray
High School Cercle Francais.
Don Overbey, Murray, arid
Mr. and Mrs. H. R.
Derrington, Pans, Tennessee,
have sent contributions to the
. dub in Mrs Austin's honor.
The Cercle Francais will
give a one hundred dollar
scholarship to a graduating
senior who meets the
qualifications and who intends
to major or minor in French.
The scholarship may be used
.any university.
sponsor of the club at Murray
High. There is a scholarship
committee consisting of Mrs.




Oaks Fr omen To
Hold Luncheon
The *omen of the -Oaks
County Club will have its
November ladies day lun-
cheon Wednesday, November
16, at twelve noon, with Betty
Sheppard, Phone 753-7250, and
Mary Alice Smith as chair-
man of the hostesses.
Bridge will be played at nine
-a.m. Wednesday 'with Vitania
Jones, phone 753-5405, as
bridge chairman.
The slate of officers for the
new club year will be
discussed at the meeting.
-
SPECIAL MUSIC-Van D. Valentine plays the violin
with 'Myra Crawford as accompanist for the special en-
tertainment at the recent luncheon meeting held by the
Kentucky Lake Chapter No. 853 of the National







,„ Buying Frozen Meats
When you frozen meat
or poultry, make sure it is
"hard as a rock." Don't take
home a soft package, became
some-deterioriation and loss of
quality may already have
begun.
All meats contain some
bacteria and it is easy for
them to become further
contaminated through han-
dling, or for their bacteria to
cross-contamination.
So when you handle meat,
wash your hands, equipment-
and counter surfaces
thoroughly before and after.
Storing Frozen Meats
For storage in your freezer,
meats and poeitt'y shoutd-fse
tightly wrapped in moisture-
and-vapor-proof freezer paper
or aluminum foil.
Exclude as much air as
posldble. beCingie MOO
oxidation and drying out of the
meat. This hurts the ap-
pearance, flavor and texture.
Put frozen meat from the
store or locker plant in your
freezer right away, before it
has a chance to start thawing.
Freeze raw freshly-wrapped
meats- as solan as possible and
asquickly as possible. Be sure-
to label packages as to con--
tents and date. Don't freeze at
one time more than 2 or 3
pounds per cubic foot of your
freezer capacity.
Freezing slowly, -above sere-
degrees, will hurt the quality
of Meat and poultry.
Thawing Frozen Meat
If you thaw meat, poultry
( br _Bahl beforacooking, thaw
in the refrigerator at a tem-
perature below 40 degrees to
prevent further bacterial
growth.
Never thaw at room tem-
perature. Bacteria can start
growing in the warming outer
layer of meat while the center
is still frozen. To speed up the
thawing, you could place the
meat in a tightly-wrapped
water-proof paekage In a pan
wa . '
Cook Without Thawing
You can coot meat and
poultry and fish without
thawing. With a big piece of
meat, you may want to insert
a meat thermometer as soon
as the. meat-is -cleft enough.
Then you can check the in-
ternal temperature and tell
when it's done.
Freezer Storage Time
Meats 'kept at below-zero
temperature will. stay -safe t6
eat indefinitely. But for the
best quality and flavor, ob-
serve these storage times:
beef and lamb roasts, up to 12
months; ground and stew
meats, up to 3 months; pork
sausage, up to 3 months; and
variety meats, up to 4 months.
- Fresh turkey and chicken,-
frozen whole, will keep up to 12
months.
r '
INSTALLS OFFICERS - Joseph R. Clark, second left, president oi the Kentucky
Federation of Chapters of National Association of Retired Federal Employees from
Henderson, installed the new officers of the Kentucky lake ( hapter No. 853, Murray, at
the luncheon meeting held at the Colonial House Smorgasbord. Pictured, left to right,
Mrs. Clark, Mt.. Clark, R. H. )ouglas, president, J. Eugene Tarry, vice-president-Van D.
Valentine, secretary-treasurer, C. 0. ili?ndurant, membership and 0. C. Mclemore,














































- America has a big taste for fried -
chicken, and no one knows how to
satisfy that taste better than Jerry's.
Our crisp, golden 4-Piece Pride-
Fried' Chicken Dinner comes with
your choice of potatoes, cole slaw,
roll and butter.




Honest Food-. .at Honest Prices!
- South 12th Street
What .kind of day will AQUARIUS
the stars sat read the forecast Personal matters _ may
.•given for your birtli- trouble -yOu..." flailew them ....-N."'"'""*".41%"•-•"'"'"N.---,••-/---'--"%,- - - •
• calmly, completely. Perhaps s
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) certain angles. There is no real he a Determined to4Y1#ARIES
A day for aggressive action! need fcir anxiety• • •Aim for your goals in a swift,
sure manner Details may not
• be crucially important butare
• still part of the pattern.
• TAURUS - 06,4„,-
I Apr. 21 to May 21) -vt3-'
Try not to make drastic
7,--;-eitanges our-schedule. It
- -could - eause delays, disturb
- associates. -Keep everything en -
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Mixed- influences. Organize
talents and know-how to
promote curran interests more
efficiently. You may be looking
too far-ahead at the moment.
--Yettl-BORN TODAY are
endowed with a bright mer.
tality, lively imagination and
x Live a Little'
---13EAR'ARBY.: rin36-year-old virgin whols tustabout-
ready to climb a seen. I'm nothing special to look at...NAOS
way thinks are loing I'll never find a husband.
I dated a married man for a while and I really got stuck
on him. He wanted me to,go to bed with him but I didn't.




Pet-sons In Arai Are Visiting
Places; Writer
Ity Mrs. R. D. Key .
October 31, 1977
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Wyatt in Nashville, Tn., over
the weekend and attended
church at the First Reptile
• Church there to hear Dr. H.
Franklin Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
and-Lavettialeft out Sunday to--
spend thts-week in the Great--
Mr. and-16i -y owenaad
Medea and Lori spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Alds.
Mrs. Nora Paschall is not so
well. She Is goingto Memphis,
In., Wednesday for treat-
ment.
Rev. and Mrs. Hallie Cook,
Mrs. Sadie Bucy, and Rudy
Key went to .N-1020/111e,Tri.,
Wednesdi- talkkat the hod-
_ ah even keel. rm only utnan and I have thoie Teat like everYbodY Snick( Mountains National side of Mrs. Judy Summers
GEMINI unusual 
versatility. 
Your aiMS else, and I meitn-it is frustrating. I've eld off all these plat. • who is having surgery .at
(May 22 to J 21
Some complex situations
indicated, but don't be anxious.
Your innate competence and
proficiency in handling the
unforeseen should- wee you
through.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Stellar Influences somewhat
- restrictive..Avoid a tendency to
--n-vacillate, 4.'0/e-up-on-plans-or -
projects before-they -have, been
gliteol fait trial. -
- LW- '.1 2dig(July 24 to Aug. 21)_
Stimulating aspects now
foster inventiveness. An ex-
cellent period in which to try out
new devices and methods, to
capitalize on unique ideas.
- - - nate
(Aug. 24. tä Sept_ 23) "ir
Distractions and in-
terruptiona. may_ upset usual
, routine, but take disturbances




FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 19T7
tomorrcor be? To find out what_ - 21 to Feb. 11) By Abigail Van Buren
you are 'overemphasizing
po
action; can_,.-in fact, invigorate a
whole etennumity through your
entbasiasno and dynamic
leadership., In Opining a life
• 'work, many fields are open to
.you, so, make it a_ point to
educate yourself for one which
best suits your inclinations. You
have a song_ _affinity_ for
crienre  and-could reach-a high
-in-ctiettastfrfr, medicine,-
-engineerhig,- geology or
astronomy!" YOur 'gift ,for
shovrmanship Tits you for the
_theater or politics and you have
_ a way with words which could
bring success in the literary
world or on the lecture plat-
form. Either music or the law
may also appeal. to you. Bir-
tlidete-of! William-Rersrhet;
Brit. astronomer; W. Averill
Harriman, U.S. statesman.
are usually lofty and you back
d • • years because I didn't want a man to think I was easy or a Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vanderbilt Hospital there.
Judy's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Marcus Hill, are with her.
Mrs. Holice Grooms and




ansl Mrs. Warren Sykes
visited Mrs. Tony Sykes in the
Henry County Hospital, Paria.
Tn.-, on Wednesday. . _
Mrs. Chester Weatb.erfjlid
and daughter, Miss Louise Orr
from Mayfield, and Mrs. Opal
Kuykendall of Murray visited
Mr. and Mrs. John Hayes in
Paris, Tn., Thursday and
visited Mrs. Myrtice Nance
the same afternoon. difficulties and-overcome
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Orr of them.
Murray visited Mr. and Mrs. 4. Grace enough to
Enloe Tarkington and Mrs.
tramp, but I'm told that even nice girls give in nowadays.
I'm going on a vacation next month, and if I get the
chance, I'm-really going to live a little. We never know how
long we-have to live, and I'd like to know what it's like to
have a man before / die. Would that be wrong?
ONLY HUMAN
DEAR ONLY: I wouldn't call a 36-year-old virgin •
"tram" for deciding,. to live a little- before the died. -It s
wrong You '-hurt Yitireeltaitineone else, or if you
-Teel Ire-Vire-4 TOr any ' -
ffrivioakrWC-the--blone 07*mA° a youngster, but
you're. ail 'adult. -In ilairge_nEyoun own life, and you don't
-need permission from anyone.
DEAR ABBY: I have a good friend who is getting on my
nerves. She herself doesn't drive, but when she rides with
me she insists on telling me how to drive, when' to "go,
when to "stop," where to turn, when to slow down, where
to.park there's_ _enough room o park, Her sudden
warnings to look out" startle me, causing me to stop
abruptly, which could ceuse an accident.
I have driven for years without a single violation or -
accident, bin this friend makes me an nervceis I'm.
Vandyke spent Tuesday with
Mrs. Jessie Paschall.
Mrs. Exie Paschall of
Murray visited- Mrs. Myrtice
Nance on Wednesday.
Mr. 'and Mrs:- -Enloe
Tarkington visited Mr. and
Mn. Oakley Cobb on Sunday.
Mrs-Bertie-Jenidns visited
Ws. Nina. Holley on Friday.
, Mrs. - Rutty- Owen visited
"me on -Sunday. I have
been sick for the past two
weeks, and was sorry I
couldn't go to the Association
meeting Friday. Reports were
a large crowd was present for
the good food and meeting.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall has
- also been unable to attend
church for two weeks. We both
k with your usual aplomb and a HOSPITAL NEWS be • to lose confidence in myself. I hate W hurt her hope to be back soon. Visitors
. philosophical attitude. Do your -  fee , so will you Please print-fftie, ondtting-my-nrune .._ in to see Mrs. Paschall Sunday•own thinking - as you usually 11-6-77 -do..  Adults-1n-  , _rattle-the-driver-and -cause-attacks.-and city? Backseat drivers need to be- reminded that they zonets,were Mr. a. nBderletliers: 11,(1);T:ippegr, sykaron_sat. jay.
LIBRA F.TP UP Mrs. Cede Wilson, Mr. and Mak Orr- visited Mitch. Jill Nursery 3 • •.• .
(Sept- 2_4 to Oct- 2.3.) .7- NEWBORN anankSIONS -, s Mrs. Maburn Key, Mr. and .eykes on saturday„. ,
-. Stellar influenceri- ioinewha- t DEAR PEtr-:' Never mild her feelings. Few bark:gestBaby Girl Caldwell (Mother • Mrs. Ceylon Morris, and Bro. !ars, °vie moon vlsaid mr.mixed, but generally on the
favorable side. You May get Judy), 1535 Loridon Dr., 
drivers are aware of their nervous habit, so don% rely on a j es Phelps. and Mrs.- Maburn Key on-- , general warning in my column to get this important . a, c.,,, ,,.. Paschall  .., _ _._ ___.WMPeSteSt-be.12..in-A—Pereanal Nun:AL_ 
• 
-messier. An---yoar-- friereir---Tell---her Youreelf---and .7.-̀ - - ..."`",1"-T-.-_-tr""-il- 0 LIMORT• - • • . • --t.
problem through a business DISMISSALS emphatically. The lives you save could be yours and hers. %rodeo mrs. ame asc a Mr. and Mrs,, Vergilassociate,- - - Mrs. Carolyn S. Conger and ' . on Mon&y.
---/11r. Baby 'Girl, 105 College Cts, DEAR ABBY: Is it no -longer considered "good ' - Mrs. Hilda °revisited Mrs. HPaseatechrialicv:mingted Wham. andof .44rsst: --4.....immir(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
yourself-now.-- -141HTAY.- las-- Cathy M- ML-, -atiquette-to,call and thank-one's hostess after a lovely _ , ;Dimple Jones Sunday She. Louis, ma.; last week. _
No matter how busy, MAKE Cuan and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,' dinner party?
time for a quiet review of your Farmington, Mrs. Evelyn J. . I have had several dinner parties lately, and no one has
present status. A new appraisal Covahey and Baby Boy, Rt!,1, bothered to call or send me a written "thank-you."
needed. Almo, Mrs. Vanes& A. Carter Am I just beinF...
SAGITTARIUS and Baby Boy, 333 W. Far- . , : . 
OLD-FASHIONED(?)
i Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3vAlk1;->
Good opportunities indicated thing, Mayfield, Thomas B. DEAR OLD-FASHIONEEe The well-mannered guest
but you, of course, must be alert Gaines, 1708 Keenland, always telephones the hostess within a day or two to
press-thanks. The super-gracious guest always writes a-
uotes Goethe_ •.
visite Adolphus Paschall...0a- -year sins and forsake them.
Sund Al
Mr.Y. and Mrs. Morris un5t.i1Pastioenmeee 
erlg00ugd h isto taocll
Jenkins, Mrs. Berge Jenkins, complished,
and Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr 6. Charity enough to see
visited Mr. and Mrs- TOPIERY-some good.iti YOU IletChbOrl•
Jenkins on Sunday..
Mr. and Mrs. Vetgil
Paschall visited Mrs. Jessie
Paschall on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lartrffiehols
and children visited
Mrs. Warren Sykes on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs_ Ruben Flet-
cher visited Mr and Mrs.
Lawrence Fletcher of Martin,
Tn., on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher
and son visited Mr. and Mrs.-TT wispy/AL PATIENT
Ruben Fletcher on Sunday.
. Mrs. Mark 'Paschall, Miss
Teni Lynn Sills, and Bennett
Conger visited Mr.- and Mrs.
Douglas vandyke.9n Sunday.
Goethe giella WI- nine
requlatterfPreentented being
as follows:
1. Health enough to make
work a pleasure.
2. Wealth enough to support
your needs.
3. Strength to battle with




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) .VS kV&
Idurray,David A. Scott, Bt. 7.
- -yo e pr tty. Those who neither 'ea nor-
write are thoestitiame lazy or ignores.
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to
Be careful of the way in which Velie E. Jones, Rt. 3, Murray, get people to like you, my new .booklet, "How Too Be Holley.
you- make your -moves, whom




Box 432, .Murray, Mrs. Helen
C. Parrish, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs
Mrs. Verna L. Sholar, Rt. 1,
Hardin, William P, Walker,
(expired), P.O. Box 121,




Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for you.
Send $1 along with a long, self-addressed, stamped 124
cents) envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills,
,Cali1.30211. — . -
took her a gift from Mrs.
Jona', Sunday School Class at
North Pork. She said she
appreciated it so much and
hopes to be back in chtirch
soon. Bro. and Mrs. Phelps
visited her Saturday.
Mrs. Mildred Wiggles af
• Cabs' es -spending -this- -week
with Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
• and Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Holice Grooms on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lee
visited Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Mr. end Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke attended church at
North Fork Sunday.
Mrs. Holice Grooms visited
Mrs. Myrtice Nance on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs Enloe
Tarkington visited _Mr. and
Mrs. Johnrde flarrelsixi on'
Sunday.




By F.J.L. Blasingame MD- than do other procedures.
Q: Mr. C. T. writes that Usually, a -surgeon be-
he has been told that he comes proficient in a par-
needs surgery on one of his ticular technique, 'gets.
eyes to remove a_ cataract good results, and preferilo





- • ̂ ,#V_-.=,:;1741: 1 1.ior'- =
N.Bel-Air N la INCLUDES
Center,
Murray Free
Salad Bar and Drink
AIRLDIN
TOCKAIM
Try a 5' Cone
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
mom II a.m.-40p.m. Weekdays -- II a.m.-10: 30 p.m. Sat.I. Sun.
_vision. --her . cataract cases. It is
He states that his unwise to expect your
A delicious Steak tflat ophthalmologist toes a ophthalmologist to change
will belt in your mouth! We serve proeedure which requires his routineto another pro-
it sizzlin' hot with your choice enforced qiiiet and in- cedure to which he is unac-
Of potato and a thick slice _ eludes no bending or lifting customed.
of Stockade Toast for a• few weeks. A friend You should discuss thia
had a cataract removed, situation in detail with
4.'4 99 
technique
-whichtmed a y -eyve sosmpe: ecialist. He
-
did not require such a long -reasons -ta feel ' that your
period of stillness. , Ca'se requires-a particular
. Mr. C. T. asks for corn- .!..technique and a long pe-
, ment on cataract opera- nod of quiet after eye
and on the use of a surgery.
contact lens after such sur- It is-true that procedures
gery. are followed which require
ALA variety of operative only a short time in bed
techniques have been de- and allow the patient to be
signed for the removal of a up and around- the room.
cataract. Some require Early movement and ex-
longer periods of quiet ercise have the advantage





Don't wait for the future to arrive—
plan for it now with the professional who
can serve you best, the Certified
Public Accountant—CPA
CPAs can assist you with.
• Tax planning for your
business and personal decisions
• Pension and retirement
planning to ensure future income
• Long-range estate planning
for your family's security and to
minimize estate taxes.
A CPA has carried other tax plans
throughto completion afki knows that they
will work Planning for the future requires
a professional—your CPA.
Ono o Soon
to hOlP VOu got to know Oho CPA
Kentucky SOCIety of
  Certified Public Accountants
•4 •
to prevent complications of
blood clots In their veins
from stillness and bed rest
and of allowing better'
breathing movements to
lessen chest congestion
and lung infections. 
If your opthalmologist
does not perform cataract
removals which allow
early exercise and sees no
reason why you cannot
have a short period of quiet
--after eye surgery, you may
want to seek another eye
specialist who regularly
practices the technique
which permits early ambu-
lation after your operation.
Each cataract procedurev.
is equally safe *hen done
regularly by an experi-
enced eye surgeon.
While all cataract pa-
tients cannot tolerate con-
tact lenses, many patients ,
find such lenses quite satis-
factory. They usually give
a superior qualitylf vision
and are less apparent f rom-
a cosmetic standpoint. A
contact lerti may be also
worn ' ingthe -other „de if
ceireCtion • of vision is





to be useful and helpful to -
others. -
. 8. Faith enough to maktf616-___
the  things a-car--  • .
_L IHbpe entueth to remove
all fear* - concerning the
future. •
Charles Hale of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
1 -FIADUCAH PATIENT-
Jimmy • Lee Rogers
'Murray his !wadi patientiat --
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
FOR CALORIE WATCHERS
The chief difference bet-
ween Edam and Gouda cheap
is in the butterfat content.
Usually Edam cheese Es made
from partly skimmed milk,
confess Gouda from whole milk.
Free for the Asking!
 - write
BIBLE CORRESPONDBICE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
FRU Pres•stionol Piercmo per wait MIS
ton/o .bookoStnton.t, flow-tonic ical orally
stoinle-ss olvel pen Owls Remind& won* ob. '










5 Funny thing about whistling, it helps
you to relax. Add wilco Ai ebb starts
building, that's just what you should do.
Too many people let everyday ten-
sions build up to. the boiling point. And
that's bad. It can lead to high blood -
pressure or what's worse, heart attack.
So colas, stay calm. It's beitter for
your health.
• - How you take care of yourself directly
affects the cost of health care for all of
4r— us. In the long run, good health habits
are the best form of health care.. .and
• " the lear expensive. - • '
• At Blue Cross and"Blue Shield and
Delta Dental of Kentucky we're con-
cerned about the cost of health care.
and think there is no better health care
Plan than your own good health care.
: habits, With all of us helping each of
us, we can maintain quality health Care
at thP lowest possible cost. 
1:ryWrite us for information on qua
; health dare plans. Blue Cross and Blue
_ Shield, an elta Dental of Kentucky,„
2 9901 Linn ion Road, Louisville.
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always say they don't want to get into
the numbers game. Then they play it.
. It is, after all, the only_game in town
between elections.
- ----There are-two-seer of .rtrier. One, for
- --the party or the candidate ,who expects
tti win, is poor-mouthing so as to
iiiagnify a victory. The other, for
.__puliticiau,c_gainit-aaainst-the-oddev-is-ta
make exaggerated claims, perhaps in..,
hope that saying it might make it come
true.
Rep. John J. Rhodes of Arizona, the
House Republicon leader, was
proceeding on plan two when he peered
ahead a year to the 1978 congressional
—
"Well, I always avoid the temptation
of playing that numbers genie," he said
during an appearance on NBC's "Meet
the Press...* "I do feel Ws highly - Chairman Bill-Brock elaims important
possible that we-could take in.the House • gains and soli& -progress. But the
-TsritepTeseillattveT--ehOugh to Make a -17WhieieraU '-datuiter that for a piityas
majority. - _ _- dmuiant as I/Miss.:1001D% .even- is -
• "flack in 1964 we took a terrible winning.
licking and then In 1966 I believe we had
65 brand-new Republicans after the
election of '66."
: That's playing the numbers game in
reverse; actually, the Republicans
'gained 47 House seats in that comeback'
Year,. a showing they have not
approached since.
"We Would need something like 72
this time "Rhodes went on. "I think
it could be done."
That is not a widely held view.
Democrats dein:mak the Holue...28a
seats to 146, and it would take a miracle
to put the Republicans in charge next
tiroe, . _ • __Republicans won the other big prize
'Indeed, Rhodes acknowledged. off with the election of John Dalton as
camera that he wouldn't be unhappy if
- the R epub ticaregalned,'Say: 40 seatSTn
the House — which also looks like a long,
shot at this point.
Historically,--the-party-out of-White
House power has gained 35 to 45 House
RT
seats in 'midterm congressional elec-
tions. But one official at the Republican
National Committee conceded that the
GOP will be doing well to gain half that
number next year.
He could, • of course, -have-been
playing the poor-mcuth numbers game.
But-Gallup polls indicate Oat if the
election were held now, the Republican
- would be-minimalist ‘best: Gallop
soundings found Republican
congressional support now to be almOst
identical to that four years ago. After
the elections of 1974, Republicans had
two fewer seats in the House than they
hold now.
The numbers game is not limited to
advance- Speculation. Itelfri be played
after an election, too. That's happening
now, in assessments of the assorted
elections of 1977. Republican National
Actually, it takes a gamesman of no
mean skill to find any national trend in
the scattering of elections that are held
in odd-numbered years.
So Democratic Gov, Brendan Byrne
won landslide re-election in New Jer-
sey; when he looked Re a sure loser.
Brock can point to Republican gains in
the New Jersey state Senate, where the
GOP picked up three seats. His claim to
GOP progress is somewhat weakened
by the fact that Democrats gained five
seats in the StatPhruicp_r_ and _held
control of both branches of the
legislature,
governor of Virginia. That _leaves the
party Imenunchanged: 37 Democratic
governors, 14 Republicans, one in-
dependent. -
- Being one in adcrzen;-Da lib n will
no trouble getting the floor when
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. its purpose Is to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
REART'LINE.. ITT E SI', West -
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
-receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, sell-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies vrill
_ beprinted in this rain:non- . .
HEARTLINE : I• am a retired civil
service employee. We always read
about the schedule of raises for Social
Security but we see very little on civil
service. Can you give us some in-
formation on this "-K.R.
A. Your October' check had a 4.3
percent increase in the monthly benefit. -
This was the second cost of living raise
for -government. -retirees. Your March
check had a 4.8 percent increase.
Under a law enacted last year,
federal and military retirees are
eligible for annuity increases twice a
year, on March 1 and Sept._ 1. These
adjustments are based on 'Consumer
-Priee- Index (CPI) advances for the -•
prededing six months_ The new in-
crease was triggered by the June CPI,.
which advanced .7 of one percent. "
HEARTLINE : lam 57 years Old and I
am still working. I have worked at
many different companies in my
lifetime. I have no idea how much
money I have paid into the Social
Security- - fund,- -Sines 4-am--neering- -
retirement age, is there any way that I
Can receive this information?—J.C.
A. You need Social Security form
• OAR-7004, "Request for Statement VC
• • Earnings." Headline feels that people
working under a Social Security-
covered job should fill one of these
forms out every year to insure that your
record has been given the proper
credit.
These forms are avialable at your
local SocIaL Security office, or just
write to Heartline, Dept. R.E.S., and we
can send you one. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: I am 79 years old and I
have been on Medicare and Social
Murray Ledger 8r Times
Publisher  . Walter L. Apperson
Editor R. Gene McCutchecon
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every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Chnst-
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Security for quite a long time.
Sometimes I f orget-to-desome -things -I
should. I just found a couple of medical
bills for October 1975. Is there anyway
that I can still send these to Medicare
-and get paid for -- • -
A. This may be your lucky day. If the
services are covered by Medicare you
can be reimbursed if they were per-
formed after October 1, 1975. However,
bills- must be sent into Medicare
before DiCeMber 31,1977:
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare" can
help you understand the whole
Medicare program. it is written in easy-
to-understand, question-and-answer
form and contains all the latest in-
formation on Medicare. This book lists
many medical items and services that
are covered by Medicare, gives com-
plete information-on the deductibles
you have to pay, includes "a- sample
Medicare claim form and detailed
instructions on how to rai out, and
explains how the reasonable charge
under Part B is figured.
For your copy, sent $1.50 to "Hear-
tline's Guide _to Medicare," 144 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. This book is completely
guaranteed; if you are not satisfied
your money will be refunded. Please
allow six weeks for delivery.
Republican governors gather.
And. Byrne's Statehouse colleagues
may be looking to him for political
advice now that he has surmounted the
burden of having approved a state
inceme tax. In-the past that has been
political poison ,for governors- of both.
parties.
Byrne campaigned as a governor who
didn't shirk tough decisions and who..
therefore had earned respect and a new
term. Just in case the message didn't
take, there was a sweetener.
The state sent out income tax rebates
averaging $190 to 1.3 million New
Jersey homeowners. They were mailed
during the weeks before the election,
and with-0min welita message from the
governor, explaining the rebate
system. For., good measure, forms for
1978 property' tax rebates were mailed
out, • - • -- —
That's the kind of numbers game a
voter can understand: -
Agree Or Not is N.4:. Van turon
November 8 A
Good GOP Day
FRANKFORT—November 8 was a
good day for the Republicans in Ken-
tucky: Larry Van }loose, state director
of the GOP said.
Although the Republicans gained
only one legislative seat; 2 senate seat
in Jeffersort County as the "first con-
crete-proof-that the GOP is en its way-
back to restoring the two-party, system
in Kentucky and the legislature.
He pointed out-that the-Republicans
had won several county offices
throughout the state, some in
Democratic districts. He pointed out
victories for county judge executive in
Perry and Clark counties.
.The senate victory in Jefferson was a,
"complete turn around from four years
ago when Daisy Thaler defeated in-
by about 4,000 votes. State Represen- -
tative Jon Ackerson defeated his
Denveratic opponent_ tv about the
same amount," Van HOo-se said.
- Mrs. Thaler did not seek re-election.-
When asked about not electing any
Repoblicaps to the County Cenimissiou
or the Board of Aldermen, Van Hoose
said, "Mitch McConnell's victory over
Todd Hollenbach was not an anti.
Hollenbach movement."
He pointed, out that aldermen and
county eemstiissioners-run-eonntywide •
and this takes "a tremendous amount
of money."
GOP state party chairman Lee Nunn
was quoted by Van Hoose as being,
".optimistic with tepidations." Gov. .
Louie B. Nunn could not be reached for
comment, but in the past he has said
that he and Fifth District Congressman
Tim Lee Carter have _plecked mutual ,
support if either of them decides to run
for governor.
Lee Nunn said that the state GOP
does not have the "financial base we
need." However, he said last week's
election generated more enthusiasm in-
the party in the state. •
Republicans have not been as out-
'spoken as the Democrats in speculating
who will run for statewide offices in
1979. However, Carter has indicated he
might well run for governor and has
411111.-
"But he can still use those fists-4".
Opinion Page
had some word battles with Gov. Julian
Carroll about the methods the
Democrats have used to raise cam-
paign funds.
Former Gov. Nunn has not shut the
tiotir on the possibilities that he may.
seek the governorship in 1979. State
'Represt‘rrtative Raymond Ovei street
already has announced his candidacy
for the Republican nomination ?or
governor in 1979.. -
Van Hoose says the electorate will
see -some new faces and new talent."
Some likely _prospects to become
Republican candidates, for statewide
office in 1979 are Toni Emberton, who
vias defeated by Wendell Ford; State
Senator-elect -Larry Hopkins, Senator
Eugene Stuart, Senator Walter Baker,, _• a „
Somerset, former Highway Com-
missioner Eugene Coss of Harlan and




Humanelyunianel  Speaking- Written By The Humane
Society Of Calloway County
White is considered a prospect for
lieutenant governor as are some of
their, others, depending_ upon..wbo_rup.,..
for the gubernatorial slot.
Huda Jones, Beattyville, also has
indicated she may be interested in
becoming a candidate for lieutenant
governor. Johpson is considered a .
likely candidate lee-attorney general. -
In reviewing the voting in Jefferson
County, Van Hoose said it "is ridiculous
and unfair the Louisville Aldermen,
although elected to represent
district."
Van Hoose sees this as accounting for
the drop off of Republican strength in-
the minor offices.
Jefferson County crtains about 30
percent- of the state's registered voters
and Republicans always maintain they
must carry Jefferson and the
Republicans always maintain they
must
Jefferson Ceunty contains about 30
percent of the state's registered voters
and Republicans .always maintain they
_must carry Jefferson and the
Republican Stronghold, the fifth
congressional district, .12y big margins
to win state wide:
Today This Week At MSU
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 14, the 318th
day of 1977. There are 47 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1935, President
Franklin Roosevelt proclaimed the
Philippine Islands a commonwealth
and pledged full independence by 1946.
On this date:
In 1775, American troops commanded
by Benedict Arnold invaded Canada's
Quebec Province.
In 1856, James Buchanan was elected
the 15th president of the United States.
In 1881, the accused assassin of
President James Garfield, Charles
Guiteau, was put on trial in
Washington. He was convicted and
hanged the following year.
In 1942, air ace Eddie Rickenbacker
and seven other Americans were
rescued from a life raft, 23 days after
their plane went down in the Pacific.
Bible Thought
Sing and rejoice . . . for I come
and I will dwell in the midst of
thee, saith the LORD. fachariah
CAn't did not create us and then
go far ,away. He is with us He is a
Cod who cares for u4
s
' 111. • •
Monday, November 14
The Murray State basketball Racers
will play an intra-squad exhibition
game in the Mayfield High School
gymnasium, Mayfield, beginning at 7
p.m. An admission charge will be made
by the high school.
Tuesday, November 15
"THX 1138," a film produced by
.George Lucas, producer of "Star
Wars," will be shown in Room 423 of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at 7 p.m.
There is no charge, and the public is
invited.
Wednesday, November 16
A workshop, focused on the in-
terdisciplinary approaeh to the care of
the elderly, will be conducted for
professionals who work with the aged
population. The workshop will be held
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Room 226 of Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Wednesday, November 16, through
Saturday, November 19
"The Red Shoes," a Children's
Theatre production and a Hans
Christian Anderson classic, will be
presented each day at 9:30 a.m. with a 1
p.m. performance on Friday, Nov. 18.
The production will be presented in.
jmvett Auditorium by the University
Theatre, Admission: 75 cents at the
door.
Thursday, November 17
A philosophy colloquium sponsored
by the Department of Philosophy, will
be held Room NO of Fatuity Hall
.beginnipg at 3:30 p.m. There is no
-- • — •
charge, and the public is invited.
Thursday, November 17
The Murray State University Early
Childhood Center will host an open
house. activity from 3:30 to 5 p.m. New
programs will be discussed and
demonstrated. The Early Childhood
Center is located in the Student Center.
The public is invited. For additional
information, eall Dr. Charles May, 762-
3826.
A lecture and slide presentation by
Bill Moss of Camden, Maine; a designer
of lightweight tension structures
tents) will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Room
423 of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
There is no charge, and the public is
invited.
Friday, November 18, , .
through Wednesday, November 30
An exhibit in forged ironwork by
Brent Kington and students from
Southern Illinois University, and- an
exhibit in graphic design by Bill
Ransom, a new faculty member in the
university's Department of Art will be
featured in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. •
Fitay, November 18, ,
througOiednesday, December 7
An exhibit in prints and paper by
Martha Stalin,. Salem; an exhibit in
photography by Richard Adams, Fort
Thomas; and an exhibit in printmaking
by Phyllis Wunderlin, Louisville will be
on display in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
GoOrtNeighbors
"Lave me—Love my dog," the saying
goes. It reflects the great affection
most owners have for their pets. But if
your dog is a neighborhood nuisance,
the reverse may be said. If your neigh-
bors find your dog to be a pest, they
probably do not have a very high
opinion of you, although they may
suffer in silence.
Too many Murrayans show friend-
ship for .their neighbors by
thoughtlessly allowing their dogs to run
loose, chasing kids on bikes, digging
holes in lawns, ruining gardens,
-4113112 -NrittP'_g-X4th_nr, -
cans, soiling sidewalks and walkways,
and barking and howling. Female dogs
are permitted to breed and produce
titters of peps which de neglected and
turned loose on the neighborhood.
Any local official, in Murray or
elsewhere, will tell you that one of his
rtioOt -17eAiiiwprobierns, and the urie-that
takes up much of the time he should
devote to _other matters, relates to
striis and owned animals which roam
about. The city dog warden, Warren
Hale, who asked_us if we might write
still another column about the leash
law, says that he receives a dozen or
more compliants a day from Murray_
residents, and cannot hope to follow up
on all of them. Both candidates for
mayor this week have recognized the
seriousness of the problem and
suggested that the city hire a full-time
warden.
-Obviously, the basic-so1ution-4o the
dog problem lies with dog owners. As
citizens of the community, they have a-
legal obligation to obey the city leash
LookingBack
law. As neighbors, they have a social
obligation to insure that their pets do
not annoy others.- - -
When Otudeers, dogs should be kept in
fenced areas or on a leash, under the
II of the owner:- When walking-
their dogs, owners should not permit
them to soil neighbors' lawns and walk-
ways along city streets. Dog which bark
and howl when left alone can be taught
with firmness and patience to be quiet
(exercising ,them helps too). Female
dogs should be spayed before first heat
so that they do not become a neigh-
-herhosti-inaponee andda-natepapnlate-_-__
the area with unwanted offspring. The
training of dogs should begin when they
ace- puppies so ,that they and their.
owners can enjoy each other without
spoiling the enjoymeni of others.
The problem is acute. The respon-
sibilities and obligations_ are clear. For _
your neighbors' sakes and Tor your
dog's own protection, be a good neigh-
bor. Animals have rights—but so do
humans. Ohey the leash law.
Isn't It The Truth
The national debt is so large that it
probably Can never be paid off, and in
the halls of government there are no
voices heard that suggest we make
even -It small start in paying :off..
Americans, therefore, are greatly
indebted to their country—about $500
billion worth.
10 Years Ago
Or. E. D. Roberts has announced the
opening of his offices for the practice of
general medicine at the Butterworth
Clinic at 607 Main Street, Murray.
Deaths reported include-Ernest Guy
Dunn, Lomond Trevathan, Hazle R.
Lee, and J. R. Downey.
Celia Taylor, Jane Shoemaker,
Allan Palmer, Gail Smith, 13arbara
Holsapple, Roger Joseph, Cynthia
Cooper, Suzanne Johnson, and Gary
90 Years Ago
Ballard of the Calloway County High
School Speech Team won honors at the
Speech Meet held at Trigg County High
School.
Boy Scout-Troop-fl -held its monthly
campout at the Beaver Trail near
Greenville.
In _grade school basketball the
Kirksey Eagles beat-the Hazel Lions.
Donnie Beaman got 27 points for
Kirksey.
Free diabetes tests are being offered
by physician members of the Kentucky
State Medical Association at hospitals
and laboratories throughout the state in
observance of National Diabetes Week.
Deaths reported include Luther
Motheral, age 71.
Dr. C. C. Lowry spoke on "Cancer" at
the ineeting of the MUlTlirtIOBS ChM.
He was introduced by R. L. Cooper who
showed a short film on the same sub-
ject.
30 Years Ago
In high school basketball games Cuba
beat Hazel and Murray Training beat
Lynn Grove. Jimmy Wheeler got 24 for
Cuba, Danny Duncan got 35 for Hazel,
Billy Rogers got 27 for Murray
Training, and Rodney Warren got 55 for
Lynn Grove.
Max Cook showed slides on Japan at
ttle-ffit-ilig of- The -Lynn Grove High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
November 7.
The advance price for the 1947
tobacco crop is approximately five
dollars- per hundred higher than lag
year, according to figures released by
L. L. Veal, general manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association. -----
" • Deaths reported include Ars. Polly
Pritchett, age 92, and Thohas B.
Starks, age 45.
Joanne Smith, Hilda ' Dortch, John
Shelton, 441dio Dortch, Ruth Osborne,
Bill Peters, Betty Ann Rogers, Mary K.
Parker, Cecil West, Bobby Wade.
Willodean Groodwin„and Diane
Williams are members of the cast of the
play, "We Shook The Family Tree" to
be presented by the Dramatics Class of
Murray Training School on November
20 in the Little Chapel. Directors are
Lillian Lowry, Jean Wiggins, and
Jackie Robertson.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
hnd Mrs. Henry E. Holton' on NoveMber
5, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Hayden Washer on November 12.
Lt. jg ) Joe Pat Trevathan of the U.
S. Maritime Service left yesterday for
Norfolk, Va., following a visit with his
pilrents, Mr. and Gaylen
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gat - continuation of ex-
periinents on loose-leaf
packaging of burley tobacco,
citing preliminary test results
which show the new methods















- IN CONGA ales
Farm groups scored two
legislative victories in the U.S.- •
House of Representatives
recently, as lawmakers ap-
proved a bill limiting federal
regulation of farm chemicals
and defeated a cargo
preference measure.
The pesticide amendments,
passed Oct. 31 on a 368-21 voter -
would "loosth the En-
-eironmental Protectioft
,Bgency's stranglehold on yitat-1
farm chemicals," according 
Thatprogram should involve to a Farm Bureau spokesman.
federal grading and -price 'Among their many specific
supports for the experimental Provisions are simplified
leaf, the committee said. registration procedures for
A, similar program planned new chemicals, a six-months
for this year was suspended in time extension for cer-
October following refusal by tifieation of farmers to use
Agriculture Secretary Bob restricted products, a
Bergland to grade or prig requirement for agrucultural
support the untied tobacco. and consumer impact
Farm Bureau officials had statements when EPA con-
planned to market 40 million siders banning a product and
pounds, half in compressed an authorization for either the
bales and half in burlap House or Senate to veto any
sheets, throughout the eight- regulation issued by EPA.
state burley it. A separate less corn-
Farniers who have tried Prehensive Nil dealing with
loose-leaf packaging in earlier chemical regulation passed
experiments have expreascd the Senate,in August, without
near unanimous endorsement many df the key provisions
of the methods. Savings in sought by farm interests and
time or labor cogs during in-chided- in the - House
stripping and moving burley measure. A specific timetable
to market have averaged over for convening a conference
40 percent, the University of committee to work out dif-
Kentucky has said. ferences between the House
Farm Bureau officials are and Senate versions has not
hopeful that., next year's been announced.
program can involve a large The cargo Pteference
number of growers in all areas legislation, which would have
only a few hundred producers,
primarily in Kentucky and
Tennessee.
The Tobacco. Committee's
endorsement a the loose-leaf
tests constitutes a recom-
mendation to Farm Bureau
delegates who attend the
organization's annual meeting
m Louisville, Dec. 8-10. The
panel is one of several com-
modity committees which
operate in an advisory
capacity to the Farm Bureau
titbit; --0410140_.4.4.-41144 5
seven burley-prodtteing percent of imported crud-Coil
states. Previous experiments will be carried in U.S.
re.re ably __m_eaarronnasep frhipp, failecly a vote of- "We have wheat coming out usingtee Dec. sa, Ken.Lake g
to U.S. farm exports.
American tankers charge an
average of $17.58 to ship a ton
of crude oil into this country,
compared to $7.12 per ton
charged by foreign ships.
Kentucky's House members
split 4-3 in favor of cargo
preference. Reps. William
Natcher, Ron Mazzoli and Tim
Lee Carter voted against the
measure, in line with Farm
Bureau's position, while Reps.
Carroll Hubbard, Gene
Snyder, John Breckinridge




A group of Western states
grain farmers has proposed a
nationwide farmers strike
Dec. 14 to highlight,olemands
for crop price supports equal
to 100 percent of parity.




and _Texas recently to
dramatize low grain prices
and farmers' financial dif-
-77717:-Ithilortitirning appeances
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the- - - -----104-----.- - • - need adjustment when
University of Kenttasky College of Agricultunt _. - the flame is: •
market news reporter in the Although the practice has disease. ,- sometime Cross 
with the
and Butternut Squash will
B Blue and steady.Bureau after three years 
as a 
A. Yellow and flickering.
they do and they do transfer
Kentucky Department of been carried on since the 2. Large inflatable toys are
Agriculture's Division of beginnings of gardening, 
The group of vegetables a.. other 
pumpkins and squashes
safe for children in pools
among themselves' 
includeslisted previously as- well gs
between themselves.Markets. He is a 1974 graduate modern garden specialists do 
lot of people- -think ss
of Morehead University, not , generally s'teconunend Since many vegetables will'water ions, pumpkins, •
where he earned a- BS' in saving.seed from home grown '
agricultural science. - vegetables. - 7 
taloiittes and cuc bers, 
cross, it is the best idea to
. A native of Mt_ SWUM& •... ".:-There_are e number_of ._ 
ypeuraxc.hat:_27;04_ fige9dwnse7droreathche
- but their crossing is limited.
pos--or muskmelons
Lane attended Nieholatt . reasons for this, One _is that •wili _, with r_ • ties _ purpose of sale. Else a gar-
County High School. '-and se v e ra I v es et allie_si teediii-';;;' ' • — - - --- ---"- - • -1-iit -ivith- dener may wind up aa a
his _wile Dana carrentlyi:414k -_-- cross with . eacir.::other7ainf-r27 '- -- -- - --frieurkof -ilt-eitii--did WACO:-
in -Cirlisle. 
• ... ,... -- - - , tucumbera( • --
watertne ons.
not run true to form. Then
Workshops For harm grown seed -rnaY  with will Crossdiseased, resulting in a poor other watermelons,
crop or no crop at all How- 
citrons, or preserving melons
keep on growing a certain 
sometimes thought. ..
but not. with pumpkins, as isTax Preparers' ever, if a gardener-wishes to
Two-day workshops will be variety of vegetable, especial- 
Pumpkins, both, field and
held at 12 locations in the state ly an oldei variety, it may be 
pie varieties, will readily cross
this fall for persons who help necessary to save seed. - , 
with the summer squash such
others prepare federal and Seeds from hybrids and 
as Summer Crookneck, Coco-
state income tax returns. The mile zucchini Acorn andvegetables that crass easily ' '
tax schools are being spon- . Scallop-if they are close
together and blossoming at
ed- -E-iteasian ---  ---/- -particular----v*rfety _is- fn__he . Service n 
maintained. 
. the same Time. The cushaw
cooperatigp with the Internal 
saver determine which seeds 
.
Revenue /Service and the
Kentucki Department of are safe 
to save, garde" ePe"
sored by the UK Cooperative
owe no e save a
ficulties -that have result  
But the strike plans have
drawn a cold- shoulder from
the president of the American
Farm Bureau, who said that
strike leaders should con-
centrate their efforts on ex-
panding U.S, .farrh export
markets. — —
Allan Grant told reporters
recently that if the group's
demands for parity price
supports were met, the U.S.
would price itself out of the
world market. Full parity
price for wheat would be $5.03
per bushel, compared to a
nzarkat-40135;7649331mmart
last weelt di$2.70 for a biisbel
of hard red winter wheat.
ears, and nobody's
measure had veen charac- going to pay the full parity
terized.as a "political payoff" price," Grant said. "There is
to the powerful maritime only one price for wheat, and
"..-untoturmartintt -drawn -op- that is the-price that someone
position from a wide variety of is willing to pay."
business, agriculture and In a related development,
public interest groups. Kansas Farm Bureau officials
Farm Bureau's strongest have advised leaders in other
objections to the bill centerecL:Itates. theCany FB in-
on the higher costs the volverneUt-ui the stake-Could
1 5-257 act. 19-. The
requirement could have
placed on oil and fears that the
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Our Direct Deposit system
guarantees that your °Oak
will be credited to your ac-
coilnron the same day
each month. It's safe, con-







open the organization to
"civil, criminal and class
action suits for violating the 
opr 1911 b* L4.7. F•411-FIS
Stet P rk _Lively free from disease.
Dec. 13-14, Barren River State
Park Dec. 13-14, Florence 
Therefore saving tomato seed,
Dec. 15-M, and Rough Weer. unless the 
tomato is a hybrid,
State Paii.Dec. 15-fg. "'" noth -44,FPracires- - -
Advance enrollment is Sweet corn crosses easily
required for each workshop. -with other sweet coin. pop- .. r 
Deadlines and enrollment corn and field corn and saving
cards are available at County sweet corn seed may be. a bit
Extension Offices. A fee of $15
g o
person attending.
e a Dec 8-9 NI svill
--ISNIVSKiniErlfECiallsts-, ter; a
Pikeville Dec.- 1.2, Somerset Corn-
Dec. 
say, do a ifiry small amount Before the -County 
• crossin  with other toma-
toes-1nd the seeds are relit-
will ever cross, but occasionally
Sherman Anti-Trust Act 
and Animal Health
the Capper Volstead Act as
well as certain itate laws."
The advice is based on
opinions from legal staffs in
the , tr:S._..Department
OfAgfiCiature;
Department and state and
national Farm Bureau per-
sonnel, the Kansas staternent
said.
Some analysts said last
_week's report _of a weather-
reduced Soviet grain harvest, "kr
194 million tons compared to
224 million tom last year,
could boost worldwide
demand for grains and give a
lift to depressed- U.S. grain
prices. One grain industry
source was quoted as saying
the Russians am -looking to -'J
buy 10 million tons of corn and _.!!wg.---4.
a like amount of wheat on the
POULTA'Y PRODUCERS RELy onivErevtet7
Litsg INSTRUC710115,-REVY7PED i9Y MAN11-
' FACTURER AND REGULATED. BY 77fE U.S. .c000
AND INIGG 40miNISIR47)041 OR THE U.S. 05131 RT-
MENT OF AGRICULTURE 70 ASSURE THAT
ANIMAL HEALTH Aropucrs ARE USED
F1QOPERLY.
FHIE ANIMAL HEALTH misruarE's
SYMBOL, APPEARNG ON MANY LABELS
- TELLS THE
MODERN PROIN/C770N ME77VODS
HAVE CHANGED POULTRY FROM A SUNDAY TREAT
70 AN EOONOMICAL, NUTRI7701/5 .=0017
- FOR ANY a4Y 77fE WEEK, AND HAVE
444PE EGGS ONE OX 7nr--41471ONS
MOST POPULAR .50uRCEs PROTEIN.
ANIMAL IfEAL711 AND AY/MT/OA/
13ROGYX75 CON77F/BLI7E 70 7745
1POLINTY... FOR EXAMPIE,71YE
DEATH LOSS FROM 5RCYLER5 _
HAS DECLINED FROM NO% 70 Ai,




LANE HIRED BY KFB
Larry Maggard, 32-year-old
Fayette County resident; has
been named to a new post as
assistant legislative director_
for Kentucky Farm Bureau.
Maggard is joining Farm
Bureau's legislative depart-
ment following three years as
area field service director in
15 Central Kentucky counties.
He will be working with two
Farm Bureau legislative
veterans, E.W. Kesler,
legislative director, and Dale
Scott.
A native of Ashland,
Maggard graduated from
Lafayette High School in
Lexington, and majored in
business administration
during four years study at
Eastern Kentucky University.
He worked for seven years as
special agent for Prudential
Life Insurance before joining
Farm Bureau in 1975.
He and his wife Vickie have
a sonTodd, 7, and a daughter,
Amy, 4. The family currently
lilies at 541 Cromwell Drive,
Lexington.




WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION





A UTKOR I 111 DI ALM
OSTEIGER,
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121 SEDALIA RD HAYFIELD
PHONE 247 6020 AMP 5 PM PHONE 753 7452
OPEN FROM 7.30 AM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
Disaster
Revenue. clalists have listed sa
me af p
Instruction will ernphasize the_ more. comm_on_ones_thai ayments
the preparation of farm tax are safe and some thataren't
returns, but also-will Include Beans, fo_r_i_Vance, rarely W78.,_disas, ter,L__Ptyrnent.8 Wei__
general - tel.- retnin in- -CrOsi with_ other beani na Prc'n 'w "' '''''''wer 
who
was unable to plant his wheat
formation. At two of the matter how closely they are
schools, in Ashland and planted together. lithe beans 
this fall due to excessive rains
Pikevillle, instruction will are free from disease, they. 
or other natural causes.
include income from coal and may be safely saved. As a 
Any farmer who feels that
disaster (flood) losses, 
he would qualify for a disaster
matter of Fact, same beans
Locations and dates of the . like.the old-fashioned 
_payment should come to the
tax workshops are: Ashland 
"sallet". ASCS Office and file a
peas, have been saved for
Nov. 29-30, Shelbyville Nov 
prevented planting report
generations without change. immediately to be considered
mittee can approve a
prevented planting payment,
they must establish that the
planting of the crop in
question was intended but was
prevented by a disaster, a
spokesman said.
A Consumer TIP
from Extension Specialists et
the ix caw of Piericulture
Don't throw hard cheeses
away just because they're a
little moldy on the outside.
Some molds are harmful, but
the kinds -that grow on hard
won't contaminate _
Just cut off the mold. If the
mold has grown clear through
the cheese, however, it's
probably a good idea to
throw the cheese away.
Bureau as area field service
director. He will be working hi
12 counties in northeastern
Kentucky following a
revamping -ff-KFB district
boundaries later in the year.
Lane comes to Farm
RECAST
tr
seeds from these crosses do--- - lie-RaTited iesidaved -frons a -
fine big hybrid tomato with
the expectation, of h&uvm$tipg
a like crop. What he got was a
garden full of "torruny-toes"
scarcely larger than a bird
egg.
and on beaches
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Complete Ratans In Meal or Pellets For Ali Livestock.
VITA FERN* SERVICE HEADQUARTERS' .
HORSE FEED
We Can Mil To Your Specifications Of Supply Complete lest
DOG FEED
SPORTMIX— IRV 177
Hunters and Kennel Owners Ask About Our Kenner Price of 500
Lbs. and Over. Approved By Ike National ammo Caws-
EQUIPMENT
WHOLESALE DIS7RIB1170RS
Farm Equipment. Livestock Feeders and *atones.
ANIMAL HEALTH APPLES -
A full and Complete Line of Products for ?median 01 bolded
Disease Prescription Drugs Available Through Your Vttoriaario.
Your Veterinarian Is Trained and Qualified to Cocos Your Animal
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_ Were making a repeat offer on the
- best deal in Butler Fannsterr building
history. Buy an all-steel Farmsted building
now and get-a double slide door. Free.
You don't have to buy sight unseen.
Let-us show you a Farmsted building. What
_ -you see is what you get& what you get
is the best in farrn buildings at a price you
can afford.
Buy now and you'll get a free double
slide door. See us right away, and let's




Hilman Coles Construction Co.
Murray Ky
- keitti Here( SO2 489 2488
rtN, f An4er,o1 SO? 75 ,̀448
Office Plc 502-753-3897
•
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,Racers Add More Woe To
Winless Panthers, 35-7
NEW THREAT? - The Racers may well have a new offensive threat in the person of Tyrus
Brown (31). Brown, who had carried the ball just 13 times all year, had nine carries for 68 yards
in the 35.17 Wit1 4..Ver Eastern.
(Staff Mates by Mite Brandon)
Austin Peay Upsets Tech In
Cookeville, Clinch 011C Title
By The Associated Press
Like television's "Queen
For a Day," Austin Peay is on




in the Ohio Valley Conference,
did it again over the weekend,
defeating powerful Tennessee
Tech 24-21 Saturday to move
into sole possession of first
POce•
'With the OVC season win-
ding utS this Saturday, the
victory gives Aufstin Peay at
least a share of the conference
grid crown. The Governors
are now 5-1 in conference,
while Tennessee Tech slipped
to a 4-2 OVC mark.
In the only other conference
game Saturday, East Ten-
nessee State came from




20-13, the University of Ten-
nessee-Martin crushed
Morehead State 49-7 and
Murray State downed Eastern
Illinois 37.
At Cookeville, Tenn:, substi-
_lute quarterback Steve
-Brewer fired-a/1-yard scoring
pass to split end Steve Bullard
-.-with 1:19 left in the game as
Peay defeated Tech.
' Brewer, who directed the
game-winning 83-yard drive,
had replaced starter Randy
Christophel, who suffered an
injury to his throwing arm.
: , •
'---Dayton to a 20-13 •
--ence victory over defending
OVC champion Eastern Ken-
tucky.
Eastern Kentucky's only
touchdown came in the fourth
quarter when Ernie House ran
Into the end zone-Troll 39
yards out.
David Flores' 35-yard field
goal put Eastern Kentucky on
the scoreboard first, but Mon-
-roe scored on an 11-yard run in
-the second period and on a 12-
yard jaunt in the second quar-
tet. Flores later added a 44-
yard field goal. Dayton kicked
Hartrnut Strecker booted field
goals of 27 and 32 yards.
The 11th-hour score over-
shadowed a three-touchdown
performance by Tech running
back Cecil Fore. Fore scored
on runs of 37 and four yards to
give Tech a 14-10 halftime
lead. Mike Meador kicked a
33-yard field goal and Coveak
Moody ran back a kickoff 91
yards for a touchdown to
account for Austin Peay's first
half scoring.
'The Governors went ahead
17-li in the third quarter, and
Tech scored "with 3:11 left in
the game on a two-yard run by
Fore before Austin Peay got
its winning touchdown. Austin
Peay shows a 7-3 overall
record, while Tech fell to 8-2
for the season.
In Richmond, Ky., Sylvester
Monroe rushed for 9 yards
and Joe. Clark -tight six






You get 16 shrimp,
cole slaw, french fries, cocktail sauce
and 2 Southern style hush puppies
BOAT OF SHRIMP
You get 16 boiled shrimp. cocktail sauce,
and 2 Southern style hush puppies.
Captain D's
seafood
111 Pi. 12th 753-9303
The Bucs, trailing 10-0 at the
end of the first quarter, over-
took Middle Tennessee late in
the third quarter and shut-Rut
the losers in the :final period
while scoring two touchdowns
and a field goal to gain the 38-
17 triumph.
Fastern Kentucky is 4-5 on
the season. Dayton is 8-3.
At Martin, Tenn., quarter-
back Alvin Smalls rolled up
-743-yards In total offense and




The Pacers, 7-3 overall, set_
one record in their conference
- the Gulf South Conference
- and tied another. Ronald
George raced 20 yards with a
Smalls pass to give UT-Martin
a 7-0 lead in the first half. It
was George's eighth score of
the year and broke the Gulf
South Conference record for
most touchdown catches in a
season.
At Johnson City, Tenn.,
Mike Gregory and Sammy
Simpson scored two touch-
- downs each in East Tennessee
_States victory. over Middle
Tennessee State.
but it really happened in the
Racers' 35-7 over Eastern
Illinois.
Third-string quarterback
- /bier Rushing broke dowon
-tfie right sideline and picked
-- up 294ards, carryisitthe ball
to - the Eastern Illinois -JAI •
before he was finally bumeed
out.
Murray State had two
timeouts left and 24 seconds.
The Racers let the clock run
down, not even attempting an
offensive play.
"I can't remember the last
time we scored 35 'paints and
were in front the whole
game, Racer coach fill_
F urgerson said.
"I remember when we
scored- 35 points _ against
Cameron State (1974) but we
had to come from behind in
final seconds to win that one,"
Ferguson said.
Actually, you have to go
-back six years when the
Racers won a 38-12 game over
-Evansville. That's the last
time Murray has recorded
such an easy win.
Eastern Illinois came into
the contest with an 0-9 record.
"We had worked very hard
for this one. All of our seniors
really wanted to win their last
home game," Furgerson said.
"Even for a winless team,
-hey were still pretty tough-
We got, the Kole An them in
the third quarter and they
probably got a little down.
"They-- had spored at least
two touchdowns on everyone
they'd played this season and
wanted to contain.
thetn," Ferguson added:'
Contain the Racers did.
Sophomore tailback Poke
Cobb of the Panthers had been
Simpson's Last-Second
Shot Gives Pistons Win
By The Associated Press
Until the final four seconds,
Ralph Simpson was in Herb
Brown's dog house. Then he
shot his way out. _
Simpson gdt into hot water
with some bad passes earlier
in the game and then
unleashed a shot near the end
that he wasn't supposed to.
But he finally made up for his
_mistakes with the winning
field goal as the Detroit-
Pistons edged the Washington
Bullets 104-102 in the National,
Basketball Association
Sunday night.
"I wasn't supposed to take
the shot at the end, and I
wasnit-even supposed to be-in
the game," said Simpson, "so
it wasn't too bad a moment for
me."
Lakers 97, Warriors 95
Jamaal Wilkes, Don Ford
and Lou Hudson led Los
Angeles over Golden State.
Hudson scored on a fast break
and hit a three-point play in a
7-0 Los Angeles spurt that
opened the fourth quarter and




The annual "Beat Western
Banquet" will be held tonight
at the Jaycee Civic Center.
The banquet, sponsored by
the Big M Club in honor of the
Murray State football team,
will begin at 6:30 p.m.
All tickets are five dollars
and will be sold at the door.
Big M Club members are
urged to attend as are other
Racer fans. There will be a
special introduction of players
-and the, coaching staff will
review the Racers' 3.5-7 win
over Eastern Illinois and of
course, preview Saturday's
game at Western.
The Lakers never trailed
again, although the teams
were never separated by more
than five points.
With Los Angeles Jeading_64.
81, Foi•d-fili-two shots in a row
and Wilkes-helped control the
boards as the Lakers
withstood a Golden State
comeback.
Suns 116, Pacers IV
Ronnie Lee made several
key steals and nine big points
dociiii-the- stretch as Phoenix
defeated Indiana. Early in the
fourth quarter, Indiana had
crept to within one point of the
Suns before Lee began his
heroics.
For the evening, Lee had a
--season-high 24 points to-lead -
all Phoenix scorers, followed
by Paul Westphal ,with 23 and
center Alvan Adams with 22.
StperSonics 117, Jazz 83 -
With Marvin Webster
dominating the inside, Seattle
opened a 22-point lead in the
third quarter and coasted past
New Orleans. The loss was
New Orleans' fifth in a row
and fourth straight on the
road.
Webster pulled down only
seven rebounds in the game,
but tossed in 11 points in the
third period. He finished with
20 points, as did guards Fred
Brown and Gus Williams. New
Orleans' Pete Maravich, who
had a game high of 32 points,
scored 14 of New Orleans' 19
third-quarter points.
Celtics 127, Bucks 119
Two Jo Jo White jump shots
halfway through overtime
boosted Boston to a five-point
lead and the Celtics went on to
beat Milwaukee. The Bucks
got within 120-117 on Quinn
Buckner's jumper. But John
Havlicek, who came off the
bench to score 15 points, had
four of them in overtime after
Buckner's basket.
White led all scorers with 2.3
points. 'lave Cowens and
'Cedric Maxwell added . 18
each. Maxwell's points all
were in the first half.
-By MIKE BRANDT,.- -averaging over 100-yards per
Ledger SE Times Sports Editor game. Against the Racers, he
You've seen plenty of -times was limited to only 38.
when the Murray State Most of the offense for
football team would move 3o FwitPrn eaine.from freshman
the 10-Yard line and not be quarterback Don Pittman. He
able to score. carried the ball 29 times for
How many times have you 132 yards and scored the only
-ever seen the Racers get tathe- Panther_ TD.-of the game. .
10-yard line and net, try to -He was a.strong kid. Three
score? • of feur times:- he got away
Such was the case Saturday-- from us for good yardage,"
afternoon in Roy Stewart Furgerson said. Once, Pitt,
Stadium. Only a few hundred man got away for a 26-yard
fans were left and only a few gain.
seconds were left on the clock '•We finally got to unloading
on him there in the second
half," Furgerson added.
At halftime, Pittman had
108 yards on the ground so
indeed, the Racers did unload
on Pittman. And while the
Racers were unloading Off
Pittman on the. defensive side
of the coin, the offense was
doing some unloading itself.
The Racers rolled up 313
yards on the ground while
quarterback Mike Dickens,
working against a wind which
would have been more-at-
home in San Francisco's
Candlestick Park, threw for
168 yards on eight of 11
passing.
Again, the wind played a
factor in the game. But this
time, it didn't hurt the Racers.
Murray had a 14-7 lead at
halftime and it appeared to be
only a matter of time before
the Racers would finally start
running over the obviously-
-weaker Eastern Illinois team.
Murray broke out for two
first period TD's, the first one
being set up when linebacker
Willie Wilson blocked an
Eastern punt and Sam
Franklin recovered at the
Panther one. On the first play,
Dickens_ 1tept_.-_ and Hank
Lagorce added the PAT for a
7-0 lead. The second score
came on an impressive 23-
yard run by fullback Tony
Franklin who looked very
tough with his running game.
Eastern's only score came
with less than a minute left in
the half when Pittman broke
loose for a 26-yard TD
scamper. _
So even though it-was 14-7 at-
halftime, it was rather ob-
itiiho had the &tter team
and the second halt proved the
:Obvious to be true.
"We chose the football the
third quarter and they took the
wind. We knew they wanted to
try and hold us in the third
quarter then get the wind and
come -ha& In the fourth--
quarter," Furgerson said. .
"So we wanted to make sure
and get the score out of sight,"
he added.
The Racers did just that.
On the first series of the
second half, the Racers
marched 72 yards with Austin
Perine going in for the TD. On
the second series of the half,
the Racers drove 63 yards and
midway through the third
_
NO ESCAPE - There's no way for Austin Perin* (29) of the
Racers to escape the ankle tackle by Eastern's Mork Stettner.
Stettner, a former fullback, rushed for 200 yards against
Murray two years ago.
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
period, it was a 28-7 lead.--
The Racers, who continued
their wide-open offense,
scored perhaps the most
impressive TD with 8:54 left in
the game when freshman wide
receiver Keith Swearingen
scored on an end around from
II yards out-
Over the final half of the last
period, Ferguson emptied the
benches on both offense and
defense.
There were a number of
impressive performances
from the backfield but
perhaps, the most impressive
came from junior fullback
Tyrus Brown. Brown, who
had carried the ball just 13
times all season, ran nine
plays and picked up 68 yards,
including- one jaunt of 41
yards.
"We had them well-scouted:
We had seen four or five films.
We stopped them on just about-
every fourth down situation
they tried," Furgerson _added.
"We blocked well up front
and downfield. We have some
quick backs and if they are
given some daylight, then you
can see some explosive things.
Our ground gamewas going so
well we decided to just stick
with it," Furgerson added.
Murray finished with 481
yards on offense, their best
performance of the year.
The Racers, who are now 5-5
overall, can salvage a winning
season titurdity when they go
to Bowling Green to take on
arch-rival Western Kentucky
In a 1 p.m. game.
Western will bring a
pathetic 1-7-1 record into the
contest. However, winning in
Bowling Green will not be'
easy.
The Racers played Western
to a 14-14 tie in 1965 and a 7-7
tie In 1957 at Bowling Green.
Murray has not won at
Bowling Green since defen-
sive coach Bill /lima was
playing as a Racer and was a
sophomore. That was in 1955




11 Passes AU. 12
0-11-0 Passes Comp. 6-12-1
168 Passing Yards 40
481 Total Yards 228
69 Penalties 35
2 Fumbles Lost 1
38.8 Punting Avg. 346
Rushing : Murray i313) — Perine 29,
. Manion 73, Dickens 19, Rushing 37,
Franklin 50. Brown 68, Robbins 3,
--Sarearingen ID and Hudspeth 24 Eastern
_ (188) — Pittman 132. Cobb 38 and Thur-
man 18.
Receptions. Murray (8-168 —
Thomas 2-48. Braaten 2-35, Perim 2.59,
Brum 1-12 and Franklin 1-14. Eastern 6-
401 — Thurman 3-28, Scala 1- (-94, Cobb
1-6 and Francis 1-15.
Fumble Recoveries: Murray 111 —
McFarland 1. Eastern 42) — Matichak 1
and Phillips I.
Interceptions: Murray 1)—( Basiak 1.
Racers' leading tacklers: Martin 7T
and 2A, Craig 5T and 3A, Franklin 5T
and 2A, McFarland 5T and 4A, Ma-twell
5T and 2A, Hackley 5T, Boyd 4T, Wilson
4T.
How They Scored
Murray: 13 00 left in eirst quarter,
Mike Dickens one-yard run, Hank
Lagorce PAT. Murray leads 7-0.
Murray: 6:04 left in first quarter, Tony
Franklin 23-yard run, Hank I-agorce
PAT. Murray leads 14-0_
Eastern: 0-56 left in second quarter,
Don Pittman 26-yard run, Jeff Sanders
PAT. Murray leads 14-7.
Murray: 11:36 left in third quarter.
Aqstin Perine two-yard rum-. Robbie •- -
Dunn PAT. Murrayieads 21-7. - • -'-- -
Murray 7:40 left in third quarter,
Mike Dickens seven-yard pass to David
Thomas,- Robbie Dunn PAT. Murray'
leads 28-7. '
Murray.. 8:54 left in game, Keith
Swearingen 11-yard run, Robbie Dunn
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ET US SHOW YOU
THE FOX TROT
SOO Cheanut St .
Introducing the 1978 Audi Fox—
the five passenger sports sedan that
performs like two cars in one. As an economy
car, it gets 37_mpg on the highway and 24 mpg in the city, EPA esti-
mates, And as a sports car, it goes from 0-50mph in 8.1 seconds. All
this.- plus front-wheel drive for great hapdjing. '
SO why just drive when you can Rix Trot? Come in today and
test drive the 1978 Audi Fox. You'll'see for
yourself why it's the exciting alternative to
everyday driving. ,
OrnvF ONE Or OUP LEGENDS
PORSCHE
+AUDI
• 10713krA estimates with statilitLud transmission. A.; ual taidealar you git may vary
d.-pending on how and wher* you drive, optional equipmeril .ind your car.(4,ndit ion






































LEDGER & TIMES, Monday, November 14 1977
ALMOST A TO - Roger Rushing (11) of the Racers breaks loose down the right sideline for again of 29 yards and takes the ball down to the Eastern Illinois 10-yard line in the final minute ofplay. Rushing gained 37 yards on four carries.
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
.- The best college football
game of the year may be the
one Arkansas and Pitt are
waging, trying to wangle an
in from the Orange
Bowl.
"That's where we want to go
and we're doing everything we
can to show 'em we'd be a nat-
ural," Arkansas Athletic
Director Frank Broyles said
after the eighth-ranked
Razorbacks nipped No. II
Texas A&M 26-20 Saturday oa,
Ron Calcagni's tiebreaking 511-
yard bomb to Robert -Farrell




Mysliniki said he thought an
agreement by which the
winner of the Nov. 26 Pitt-
-PENN State game would go to
the Orange Bcwl and the loser
to another bowl "would work
out real well." ,
With fifth-ranked Notre
Dame seemingly bound for the
Cotton Bowl following a come-
cilif2Wiind /1-17 triumph
. over. No. 15 Clemson, the other
bowls are waiting for the
_:-._..i.._ Orange to make up its mind
t- which way it will go.
Everything should then fall
• into sorne kind of order.
- Indications are that the Or-
ange will invite ninth-ranked
Penn State, a 44-7 winner over
Temple, even though the Or-
ange Bowl has often said its
policy is to go after the
highest ranking available
teams.
,Right now, that's Arkansas
as the opponent for the Big
Eight king, but, a source close
to the Orange Bowl told The
Associated Press, "The prob-
lem with Arkansas is that it
would not be a game of nation-
al interest."
Now, that doesn't raa‘na-
aortal football interest. In this
case, national. interest trans-
lates into tourists.
"The question is why were
theb6wis formed," the source
said. "Ours was formed to en-
courage tourism and most of
our tourists are from the East,
even though Arkansas has
said they'd bring 35,000 people
Ifid has guaranteed 22,500
ticket sales."
In addition, NBC-TV, which
airs the Orange Bowl, was
said to favor a match between
Penn State and the Big Eight
champ - either third-ranked
Oklahoma, which trounced
Colorado 52-14, or No. 12
Nebraska, which blasted
Kansas 52-7. The loser could
wind up in the Gator Bowl.
_ if we invited Arkansas„.ta,
play, say, Oklahoma," said
the source 'they're only
about 250 miles apart
geogiaphically. We'd have to
consider that from a national
TV standpoint."
Broyles, however, points out
that pcause Arkansas -and
Oklahoma are neighboring
states and haven't played
since 1919, "It would be one of
those blood-and-guts games
just like Oklahodia-Texas,
Arkansas-Texas or Ohio State-
MONDAY or TUESDAY NIGHTS
between 6 and 9 pm
NOVEMBER 14 and 15th
GET A GIFT WITH ANY
$35 or MORE CHRISTMAS
ORDER IVICED ALL DAY
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Santa will have favors for kiddies





Catalog hy phone 753.703 szAite. norsuck 11'4In . -Sat. 9-5:30
• Michigan. State pride 'WOuld
be._ at stake and .. bragging
rights would be involved."
Asked if he would agree to
the Nov. 26 winner going to the
Orange Bowl, Penn State
Coach Joe Paterno would only
say, "I'll cross that bridge
when I come to it." He also
said- - are you listening,
Orange Bowl? - that "this
could end up being the best
football team I've ever had."
meanwhile, it seemed
certain that Notre Dame
would be headed for Dallas
Four Players Suffer Broken
Legs In Sunday NFL Action
P as ng accomp is meat- def e al turned into
England's attack and ,helped
the Dolphins stair one game
back of Baltimore.
Miami limited Sam Cun-
ningham to five catches for 28
yards.
Redskins 17, Fogies 14 •
- Mark Moseley'a 54-yard
field goal with 3:41 to play
lifted Washington past
Philadelphia. The Red.skitir -
allied for 10 points in the
fourth periOd and then nailed
down the victory when Horst
Muhlmann missed a 31-yard
field goal try with 18 seconds
left.
49ers 10, Saints?
A 33-yard overtime field
goal by Ray Werschling
carried San Francisco to its
fourth straight victory,-
following a string of - five-also were injured in their attempts by Cincinnati's Ken the winning score and Pen- consecutive lossesiit_the.,staatgame, won by the Steelers 350E-Anderton in 197t.- • • • •-• tiyiteit's-20-yard return of ttre-or the season. •Ti31, -as defenses zeroed 111 on--; He was scrambling. away r Interception for .a last-minute • Wilbur Jackeptijakt0e4308.signal callers. from Burley when the 265-
The league's stingiest pound defensive end hit him.
"He tried to plant his leg and
spin," said Burley. "He was
going down on a spin when I
hit him. I had my weight on
him when he went down.
There was no way I could stop
and let his leg out."
The injury overshadowed a
three-touclidown performance
by Chuck Foreman, who
rushed for 133 yards.
Broncos 17, Chargers 14
„ San Diego led throughout
and it took a pair of second-
half TD passes from Craigwhen the bids go out next 
Morton to Haven Moses to pullSaturday at 6 p.m. Unless No. Ranked eighth in the nation. in the latest poll, ahe Racer the victory out for the Bron-harriers had 141 points and finished a very disappointing1-ranked Texas, which cos.trimmed Texas Christian 44. . lourth.jri fact all seven East Tennessee runners finished_ _Morton hit Moses with a 33-14, stumbles against Baylor,
the Longhorns undoubtedly
will retain their position in
The AP poll.
The Sugar Bowl still was re-
ported "leaning" to the. loser
of next Saturday's Ohio, State-
Michigan Big Ten shootout,
the winner of which goes to the.
Rose Bowl. In weekend action,
both teams spotted the opposi-
tion an early lead but fourth..
ranked Ohio State whipped la- -
(liana 35-7 and No. 6 Michigan -
clobbered Purdue 4917,
If Ohio State -Ieata
Michigan, the Wolverines
could wind up third in the Big
Ten, provided Michigan State
defeats Iowa. Would the Sugar
Bowl want a third-place
team? Stay tuned.
The host team will be Souta=
eastern Conference champion
Alabama, runner-up to Texas
in the national rankings. The
Crimson Tide walloped Miami
 af Florida 36-0.
The one team in the Top Ten
that can't go to a bowl is No. 7.
Kentucky, a 14-7 winner over




On a day when 4 suffered
the first disabling injury of his
fantastic 17-year National
Football League career, Min-
nesota's Fran Tarkenton set
_still another standard for
quarterbacks.
Tarkenton's season and per-
haps his career almost cer-
tainly ended Sunday when he
was sacked by Cincinnati's
Gary Burley and suffered a
fractured bone in his right
ankle during the third period, the,. Chargers 17-14, and San
of the Vikings' 42-10 victory -Francisco tackle Cas
over the Bengals. „ Banaszek, who was hurt early
But before he got hiS- ar- in the 49ers' 10-7 overtime
kenton dazzled tbe/Bengals, victory against New Orleans.
completing 17 of 18 passes for Two other quarterbacks,
195 yards ..and the most accu-
rate performance an._ NFL
passer has ever produced.
- Call it something to-remem-
ber blin--by.




A week ago gaturday at the OVC.Cross Coantry Cham-
pionships, East Tennessee scored 22 points to take first place
while Murray State had 42 points and finished second.
Saturday, the two teams ran in the District Three Regional
Championships at Furman University.
East Tennessee won with 2a -points. So you would expect
Murray State to be second and have somewhere around 45 to
50 points. They didn't dolt.
ens SO
should nearly overshadow the offense with Atlanta scoring agrim aftermath of a day that pair of fourth quarter touch-was dotted with serious in- downs on a recovered fumbleJuries around the league.
Tarkenton was one of four tebyrceR;tiPctila °tralyegaRoabendrt 
an
nPethn-NFL players to suffer broken Ayaell to whip Detroit 17-6.legs Sunday. The others litmus 28, Chiefs 27 -Green Bay quarterback Lynn,„.7v-Walter Payton scored threeDickey, hurt on the final plaY touchdowns and rushed for 192
of a 24-0 1005 to LOS AnalaE -yards in 33 carries, pushingSan Diego's Bill Mnfison, in- his seasoa;s total to 1,129. He
aired an the altlY Pau 14-- became the first running backthrew in a brief backup ap- in Bears' history includingpearance-' as Denver toplied such Hall of Famers as Red
Grange, Bronco Nagurski and
Gayle Sayers to gain more
than 1,000 yards in two con- Falcons 17, Lions 6
secutive seasons. Trailing 6-0 after three
Vikings 42, Bengals 10 periods, Atlanta rallied for the
Tarkenton's performance victory behind its dominanthrian Sipe of Cleveland and topped the NFL accuracy defense. Ortega took aPittsburg's Terry Bracishaw„seevil Qf 20• completioecoyered fumble 14 yards for,
before Murray's first runner crossed.
The Bucs, ranked third in the nation had five of the top
nine runners in racking up only 25 points. Tennessee finished
second with 75 while Kentucky was third with 91. After
Murray, Clemson came in fifth with 197 and Duke sixth with
212 to round out the teams who qualified for the nationals.
George Watts of Tennessee turned the course in 28:29.9, a
new record, for first place. Louis Kenny of the Bucs was
second in 28:36.3. The Bucs also got fourth in the person of
Mark Finucane, Ray Flynn was sixth, Adrian Leek eighth
and Mike Dixon ninth.
.-..Marray's first runner was. Jerry Ddlin in L3111„..lidartin- -Brewer-was 15th then came Brian Rutter in 37th, Richard
'Charleston in 45th and Pat-Chimes in 48th to round out the top
five. Also running were Dave Ralte. rt..y., in .79th an ,d Dave
Warren in 89th. "-` -
"We never got in the race. We never went out at the start
and after the first mile, we were out of it," said Racer coach
Bill Cornell.
"In that kincrof ra3Ouiiae fo-aosaitif Witb-llieTeadei-C-
We were very disappointed with our performance and it will
certainly drop us in the rankings.
'But one year, Tennessee finished sixth in this same'
Regional then went on and won the National Championship.
Were just hoping to have ago8d race nestweek.
"We've had two tough races for two weeks in a row and it's
tough to be up for all of them. But at least we're in the
nationals and maybe we can come through with a good per-
formance,- Cornell added.
The Nationals will be - held Monday in Spokane,
Washington. .
East Tennessee, along with Washington State and Texas-El
Paso, ranks among the favorites in the meet.
GET HIM WILLIE - linebacker Willie Wilson (55) of the Racers looks like he's ready to smile ashe prepares to move in for the kill on Eastern Illinois quarterback Don Pittman. Leaping in thebackground is Bruce Martin (79) of the Racers.
STEADY EDDIE - The Racers' Eddie Mtfarldltd makes the tackle here as he wrestles EasternquarterbocIt4Don Pittman to the turf. Helping on the tackle is Bruce Martin (79) while Bud Foster(43) moves in,
yarder midway through the
third period arid then again on
an 8-yarder with just 96
seconds left in the game.
"We• always try to find a
way to win, one way or
another," said Denver Coach
Red Miller. This was the
other."
Raiders 34, Oilers 29
Four interceptions halted
Houston threats and Oakland
hung on to whip the Oilers in
an offensive shootout The
Raiders came from behind
-three times, taking- the lead
for keeps on Clarence Davis'
3-yard TD run in the third
period.
—Field position killed- Us,-
said Houston Coach Bum
Phillips after thg Oilers lost
segular place kicker Toni
Fritsch . with a hamstring
injury and had to use sub-
stitute kickers throughout the
second half.
Rams 24, Packers 6
Dickey's injury on the last
PlaY...0f the game cast a pall
over Ow Rams' victory, which
kept Los Angeles one game in
front of Atlanta in the NFC
West.
The Packer passer, booed
all day long, completed 18 of 36
for 276 yards while LA's Pat
Haden, directing a ball-
control offense, hit .on 10 of 17
for 146.
TD clinched it.
Steelers 3.5, Browns 31
Bradshaw threw three
touchdown passes before
being knocked out of the game
with a shoulder injury.
Playing with a cast on his
broken left wrist, he finished
with 13 completions in 21 at-
tempts for 283 yards.
Cleveland backup Dave
Mays threw three TD passes
to Larry Poole as the Brovhis
staged a late rally. Mays was
replacing Sipe, who also left
the game with an injured
shoulder.
Colts 31, Bills 13
Lydell Mitchell scored a
pair of touchdowns and Bert
Jones piloted Baltimore to ita
eighth victory in nine starts.
Mitchell rushed for _82 yards
and caught three passes' for 60
more: Jones completed 12 of 23
for 180.
Dolphins 17, Patriots 5
A determined Miami
defense bottled up New
yards in 24 carries and run-
ning partner Del Williamlaad
110 ba5 trite for the 49ers.
Giants II, Buts 0
Tampa Bay absorbed its
23rd consecutive defeat over
two seasons, bowing to New
York. The expansion Bucs had
the ball inside the 15-yard line
half a dozen times-but could
not score.
Bobby Hammond scored the
game's lone touchdown on a
short plunge after a bad snap
on a punt gave the Giants the
ball at the 1-yard line.
Seahawks 17, Jets 0
Seattle posted the first
shutout in its history as Jim
Zorn threw a pair of tauch-_down passes. 
.
Zorn, who completed 16 of 37
attempts for 219 yards, hit Don
Testerman and David. Sims r
for the Seahawk TDs. The
Jets, with .regular quar-
terback Richard Todd injured,
managed only 25 yards
passing.
SECURITY FEDERAL.
The Toyotas of Tomorrow. One look and you ll know why we -call them the 1980 Ce, 2s The ultra-modern C,31-.,14fttza0< and the ..,spirited ai TA/6 aINew ,1978 creatiUrsg-that reflect the latest- •
_advances in Toyota engineertng. They Meet or exceed all 1980-Federal fuel economy and safety standards. They re years ahead oftheir time but butlt with traditional Toyota quality See the Toyotas
of Tomorrow today'
Standard features you don
• 2 2 liter SOHC engine
• 5-speed overdrive
transmission
• Power-assisted front disc
brakes -
•AM/FM stereo radio
• Wide steel belted-radial tires
't pay extra for:
• Mag type styled steel wheels
• Full instrumentation includ-
ing electric tachometer
• MacPherson strut front
suspension
• Dual side view sport mirrors
• And-more
1".




Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
WHERE .IS Paradise? Is
Jesus Christ in
Paradise? If not, where
is Jesus Christ? For the
answers to these and
.ettrothir. questions that
might arise check the
pages of the only in-
struction book inspired_
by God for the use of his
„people, The Holy pible.
• For assistance call 753-
0984.
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
WILL BE BUYING fur
-Weil-el-ay through
Saturday anytime after
.12 noon for 2 months. 641
&Italy& Torii Taylor
Itoitad. Watch ..for sign.




the arrest and con-
viction of person
responsible for the theft
of a large antique oak
icebox stolen from 'the
New Concord area of
Kentucky Lake during




bring us,yoars for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8 .
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
-- 753-0035r. Free parking
lot, use oup rear en-
trance.
1.0 .41k. 3E6 IC
2 Notice
HORNBUCKLE Barber






Rent to own. No credit check






5 Lost And Found
LOST MALE-part
poodle, part sheepdog.
• Fred Faughn on collar,
missing since Saturday




found at... 1118 Fairlane„
Drive. Call 753-1345.
missimp ONE male blue
tick hound 4 years old.
Not a good hunting dog,





this area for afternoon










See Roy Harmon, next
to drive In Theatre
entrance.
WANTED - experienced
mechanic.  Call 753-4982




- envelopes. Send a self-
addressed stamped

























LOAN 'iF 0 or
business and farms,
personal and con-
-- selidation. •- Some 6
percent interest loans
from 5,000 to 500,000.
New business start up.
Call 502-885-1795 bet-
ween 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days week.
VENDING ROUTES -
Own and operate your









ditional info call Toll _
Free l-800.237-2806' Sun.
No la a.m.-6 p.m., M-W, 9
, a.m.-8 jim.
I'LL BET HES PLANNING
FANcY,5TRATEGLi.„













We will attempt to
teach you to earn
$50.00 per day within
30 days,roust have car
& be willing to travel











7 p.m. to 9 p.m.












suroima X-ray one ober,
NO
AGE LIMIT. Pays ig oddities to
at Wier igstrulice. for *-
tier internalise see Wayne
Mee at 202 See* 9tb or
14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED MO:IS
/ homes. Call 1-527-8322.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515:
STANDING TIMBER by
the acre or footage. Call
498-8757.
15. Articles For Sale









gold, size 5. $350. Call
759-1166.
MUST SELL house full of
furniture. Also Schwinn
bicycles. Call 753-6097.
DEWALT (700) 8 inch
radial arm saw. Com-
pletely assembled_
Never been used. $125.
Call 759-1792.
OAK AND HICKORY-
firewood for sale. $15
and up. Will deliver. Call
753-2359.
FOR SALE-maternity




$16.00 pickup load. Four





; WONDER WHAT HE'S
,PLAW,NG., uJONDER
UJHAT '4E'5
I NEVER CAN REMEMOER
AM -1 THE REP OR
- ITHE RACK F.--
- Sr-fien#IF Sc; 3-MAI,L.4.1Eins-r/





„door and windows, 50
cents per -window, 1.06
per door. Call 753-5859
after 4 p. m.
clnuPs.$5.00
each with removable
tight fitting end lids. Ky.
Candy Co., Alnio, Ky.
USED EIGHT Fr.. sliding
glass door with frame.
Will sell worth the
money. Make an offer.
Call Hardirnan Nix, 753-
7617 or 753-3395.
OAK FIREWOOD, 15.00
rick delivered. Call 753-







WELL, YOU KNOW HOVt/ )
IT IS WHEN YOU HAVE ,,a
SOMETHING GOING REAL. i
GOOD AND YOU HATE /
TO STOP... 
'
PRE 5112ENT GORANPA OF
I VORY - LANA .
rt.? -
WONDERFUL !
YES, BUT DON'T TEACH









Wing Thunderbird 4540 _
loe:wbug c1iattelieres-
60 lb. Wing Ketchum 43- ,





beds or campers. Buy
direct from factory and
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.




Trade now and save. All
color T.V.'s bought
GREEN VINYL recliner. between now and
Call 753-6430. Christmas get free 1
year serviee--Siseens
Zenith Sales and Ser-
vice, 18 miles West of




TWO PIECE living room




love seat and rocker.








Needleart Center, toutb ,
16th Street - in Fox
Meadows, now has
Paternayan Tapestry
yarns in stock, also
Paternayan 3 ply
Persica= Materials for -
counted stitch, cross
stitch, crewel, add floss
embrodery.
Latch hciolt In 18
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and











POOL TABLE - 4 x 8 with
ball return; linch slate,






Avoid Costly Neese tepoirs
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
esse_assiel eel stowed "tot 20
rms. D. i'sdm my' moms to* j.
is HAIM






mobile home, 12 x 65, 3
beclioom, 1YeJ3ath,_new____
washer, dryer, central
air. Call 435-4413... _
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2. _ bath's,






by Skyline. 12 x 60, 2
bedroom, I bath. Just




gas heat and central air
P--conditioning. Ready to
move in at Riviera Cts.
Couple is moving out of
town must sell, For
information call 753-5329
after 5 p.m.
1972 itz 10 Fifth Avenue, .
2 bedrooni: Centrariiir.
Extra nice. Call 753-3280
before 5 or 436-5524 after
6.
29. Mobile Home Rentals







mobile home spaces for
rent,. at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
32. Apartments For Rent
NEWLY DECORATED
apartments for girls.
60.00 per month. Call
753-3685.
34. Houses For Rent
1707 OLIVE-3 bedroom,
2 bath house. Couples
only. No pets. $200
month. Call 753-3263 ask
for Ron.
NICE FIVE ROOM brick
near Tri City with hog
"Farrow house. Call 753-
0430 or mite P.O. Box
464.
LABORERS NEEDED
Laborers needed for public service employment
jobs. If you have been unemployed 15 out of the
past 20 weeks and your income has been low, you
could qualify for one of these jobs. Income is
based on your family size. If you are receiving
any type of public assistance, you are
automatically eligible.' Applications are being
taken now for jobs that should be available in the
very near future. Please contact your nearest







  11 Ileg 3751 
'"75
  IS Lb. Iles la
From the Tel.' VeNey Stete end Government Inspected
Con boy Front BILL JONES 3os S. 12,14
36 For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available- - 10.1k4-.
Brannack 753-8850








1200 sq. ft. warehouse
space witli office and
bath. that driveway
and loading ramp.
Rear South 4th and
Sycamore St. Call 522-
8469.
37 Luieslot.h Supplies




of country living in this
like new, nicely
decoratedi 3 bedroom, 2
bath home located 4
miles from Murray.
There's a sunken living
room, formal dining










. 'leer Key People
Ii Reel Estate"
753.7724




brick on a 94. x 208 lot. 2
enclosed porches, ei-
ceptionally neat, well-
kept home on Wiswell
Rd. Priced in the 20's.
Call 753-3263 Wilson Ins.
& Real Estate. Anytime.
SPORTSMEN' OR
HUNTERS - I have one Perdom a Threaten
trained female white
and orange pointer, age 
Insuranca& Real Estate
3 years, her sire national
champion. Also her 2
young female pointers
age 11 months grown in
size, broke to gun, easily THE WILSON IN.
SURANCE AND REAL
field. Champion breed. ESTATE AGENCY,
handled, well started in
Will -sell---each- -at -INC.- hag prnvititmi over
Wilson,753-3536. - 
reasonable offer. G. 0. a quarter of a century of
continuous service. If f.
you need an appraisal to
please call 7U-3201y
surance to protect you,
anytime! We're working 
-..-
. [
determine the value of















stove and dryer, electric
washer, office desk and
two small desks, chllds
bed and dresser, old dish
cabinet, bed frame,
upright piano. Two' rugs.






List Your Proparty With Us
SOS MI.. • 7534/1S1


















CHARM - Cool - beat •
the heat next suriimer '
by planning for it now.
This prestigious hope „
has large swimming
pool, enclosed screened





entry hall, formal dining
room, large living room,
2 bedrooms, 2 baths.
This ho0se has
everything- _into .
one - Charm, Per-
sonality, Comfort.
Located at 1528 Oxford
Drive. Call or come by,
105 N. 12th, Boyd-Majors .
Real Estate, 753-8080.
REALTORS





We ore aosufactsrars of cliewicel specielities for lb. industrial,
institutional end cosemercisl ingsbets.
- *you or,. bard worker wills sweep desire t• ispecoeil;(seles-
experience optional) we will, Invest ow Mee end ....y t. help
you became manful.
$200 to $3.50 weekly drew end incentives against liberel com-
missions. Expense ellewuwe oldie bulging. limiest fringe
benefits.
Send Resume to: DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL
P.O. Box 30310, Memphis, Tenn 38130
or phone 800-238-5150
An Fmokl Opportunity Employer
Its Unbelievable
But True!
Buy From $55w to $500°') wor-
th of merchandise at...
eN: Zrsteey°77."•  , 12 Full Months)
•• P41 2o 
Months
Carrying T 0C hpaaryg esr A
t No Interest)
Thurs.-Fri. & Sat. Only
Nov:17-18-19
Just A %Ian Way To Say
Thank You For Your Business









12th. Street 1 lot frOm
Main Street. 4deal
location for restaurant,
or any retail business.
This is a 137' x 183' lot,
prime business location.
Phone Kopperud Realty,




NEAR KIRKSEY - Just
listed a 3 bedroom
frame and one acre lot.
Has storm windows,
doors, outside storage,
own well, electric heat.
Priced to sell at $18,500.
Call 753-3263 Wilson Ins.
8/ Real Estate anytime.
44. Lots For Sale
TWO CANAL FRONT lots
Rotunda, Fla. Paved
street, water and sewer.
Sell Or trade. Call 753-
4124 8-5, 753-0790
evenings.
45 Farms For Sale
ACKE term with 7
room brick home.
1.0c,8141 at .Pros61,60C1.
Jun LISTED - ‘.••••``'" Call 492-8605.
mercial lots. Ideally
located for any type
business you might have THREE BEDROOM
in mind. B2 Zoning. . . brick home with living19 AC,WES for sale near- • - Call Loretta 401111 room kitchen, dining
Kentucky Lake. Priced Realtors today. . . 753.
at 84250 and owner 1492
wants to sell fast. Phone 
Kopperud- Realty, 753- PROPERTY -




courteous Real Estate outstanding location
Service. Buy this and be your
own boss. Make an offer
today. Loretta Jobs
Realtors - 753-1492.
46 Homes For Sale
4 4KOPPERUDRE L Y
"For-Real Service
In Real Estate"
711 Main 7 5 3 1 222
CUTE BUNGALOW
located only Vs block





- backyard has 'large'
garden area. This is-an
unequaled housing
opportunity so better act
fast! Priced in mid 70's.
Phone Koppernd Realty,
753-1222. We are working
- tied to providt the best







Meet Brenda Jones.. . Your
home is her business. And
selling your home quickly is
her specialty. You'll like her
Style. . . efilbasias of-C--4n
dedicated. But most of al,
youll 'like her. results. She
just completed '131,150 in
sales. Shell put the Spirit of
LORETTA JOBS REALTORS
to wrath on your home. Cal
Brenda at -753-1492 or 753-
8668 Now.
SOUTHWEST MURRAY. IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION. Will rent with option to purchase
to qualified buyer. This brick home is in ex-
are large especially
the kitchen which would be most convenient for
the up coming holidays, 3 bedrooms, den, one
taffy -Urea. -Call collect at 527-1441 tor
more details.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. A lovely home in
prestige area. Just Pi miles south of Kentucky
- Dam. 4 spaeleue tedeeeth4",--2%-- baths,
room with fireplace, large formal living- room,
dining room, brealtrast hook- attached _ganige,
large'entrance foyer, large &midi and SeffigitY '-
other extras. Priced -$52,500.00.
CAL1,43WAY-COUNTY.-69 -01i-INVESTMENT
IN THE TIME when everyone is searching for
that small acreage to build on or just save. 13
• acres all fenced, 2 new ponds and a barn. Also, 2
-bedroom-mobile home wititliving room, kitchen,






527-1441, day or night
Dignified and -attractive are only two words to
describe the house at Panorama Shores for
$34,000.00. Large living room, kitchen, dining
room combination; 1"2 baths; two large
bedrooms. Some furniture included in price.
- FARMS-
Get ready for next spring with this 97 acre farm.
Good, seven room house; -three car garage;
stock ba_rn,___. corn cribs; spring  fed creek and
pond; good fences. $82,500.00. 'Owner would con-
sider selling house and small amount of acreage.
Located near Temple Hill Church.
Just listed, near Cherry Corner Church is this
eighty acre farm with approximately 50 acres in
timber. All fenced, pond, stock barn, good house.
P0,000.00.
In the Mt. Carmel area we have approximately
55 acres with a good house; nearly new clean-up
shop with ten foot overhead doors; mobile home
hook-up; six stall stock barn; tobacco barn and
other outbuildings for only $55,000.00. Buy' the
whole farm at price just quoted or owner would
consider dividing.
Lama limier, 763-4816 Leta Rood 753-81186
taro Knight 783-41111 Pat Armstroag 438-2174
Patsy Fain 753-6371 lay laborta 438-51168
Anna loquartli 763-2477
412 South 12th St. Phone 753-1651
room, 2 baths, large
double car garage at 400
South 11th. On large









ficient service. NO job







8726 after‘ P.In. -"WEIVE :SEtt4 \-644-8 FIVE'







_nearing completion. 7'"" 5 I eM _ 04
Located on Quail Creek
Drive in Gateaborough.
Three bedrooms, 2
baths, large den with excellent. Call 7534648.
--wood burning fireplace,
living room dining area. 1976 TOYOTA pickup,
Kitchen with all built- 11,000 miles, excellent
Ins. lots of closet space shape. 1975 CB 200T
inCluding walk-in. 2700 Honda motorcycle. Call
sq. ft. Call 753-9208 after 435-4413.
6 p.m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
BY OWNER-2 bedroom
remodeled house on 1
acre. Has nice rich
garilen place. Come lv
at- Joe Hortin, Route 3,
Bqx 111, off of Highway
E-. 44.-- Behind Whites
Camper Sales.
NICE TWO BEDROOM
house with . abuninum
siding and carpeted.
Located on South 11th.
Cheap. Call after 5 .p.m




1974 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
wheel, inn4titF1op,--02-





with good set of tires.
950.00. Phone 354-6217.
1979-yEGA-GT, full power
and air. 825.00. Call 753-
0225:after SAL - •
1976 SCOUT II XLC,
35,000 miles. Many
-extras. Call 769-1447.
1973 MAZA RX3, white
station wagon. Four
cylinders, $650. Call 753-
4700.
1968 GMC truck for sale.
Sell cheap. Call Cleo
Grogan, 7534820 after 5
p.m.
1972 FORD LTD. Maroon
with white vinyl top.
Two door. • Call after 4,
7534894.
1966 CHEVROLET
pickup trucli and 1972
Buick Ltd. Call 753-8410
after 5-p.m or see at 502
South 11th.





1973 BUICK Electra, 4
door. AM-FM radio. Call
753-4445.
1973 MAVERICK, $1500.
Call 474-2392 after 5 p.m.
1974 GMC pickup with
new radial tires, air and.
power with or without





mileage. $475 or best
offer. Call 753-0085.
1966 FORD ECONOLINE
super van, $750. Call
753-0521, after 6, 436-
2165.
1967 CADILLAC De Ville.
All power, good shape.
Call 753-3557.
1974 CAPRICE, 1 owner,
196'7 PLYMOUTH, 4 door,
318, automatic,
dependable transpor-





by Sears save. on these
high heat, and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
. _ . .
SUPER BEETLE 1973,
good condition. 1500.00.
Call-753-9064 after 4 p.m.
19611- FORD - aALAJCIE, -
automatic, power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 436-
_2204,
• 1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
Wheel, landau top,





• both &Aircraft and Pan.
Travel trailers and pop
up. Take advantage of
_fall prices on new 7t_
models and be ready for
spring. Bank financing
available. Located 4
miles East of Murray on




- sales- /MIT setVlee--
department at 1.•:21. and













Si.Services Offered 51 Services Offered
FOR YOUR septic tank NOW OPEN STARKS and
needs' A13° septic tank 'do 17:10-Tti









exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
pefiente. Call '436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
  FENCE SALES at Sears






via getting those small
5 plumbing jobs done?
Then call 7534614.Yes
W'xrav - FOR VACKHOE and
bulldozing needs.--- all
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.




24' SELF CON- ROOFING. Commercial
TAINED air, awning;- and residential. General
carpet, ...igke - 10- -yeara-
753-7304. experience. Call 759-1524
after 5 p.m.
ELECTRIC WIRING




DO YOU need stumps
removed from your-yard
or 18u1t cleared of
stump? We can remove
-stumps up -to • 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
. Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
- Bob Kemp, 43.1-4343.









decorative rock or stock





steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
-hat been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
-professional----
cleaning business today. -




For. full-time .positions with the, Southeast's
leading dairy. Skilled, Semi-skilled and unskilled
opportunities. For appointment and interview
call
75$-5986 - Room 100
On Thursday Nov. 17, 1977
For interview appointment on Friday,
November 18, 1977.
Good Pay and Benefits for those who qualify
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
Say Hello To A Good Bye
503 Beale Street - This sharp, 3 bedroom, 1 bath
• brick veneer has been newly decorated and has
economical central gas heat, central electric air.
_Private back yard, nice outside storage building,
10x12. On quiet street in good neighborhood.
Plenty of closet space, large utility room. This











0 8 0000 753 2317
INSULATION SAVES





TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and





' installed per your
specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
WILL-DO BABITSITTENG
In my home. FrOm 7 till
'5 pin. Phone 753-5152.
CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
- 406 Seabery Circle







No Job Too Large or Too Small











struction Co," Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
ni ht 442-7026.
54. free Column
 FREE FULL BRED
CUSTOM CARPET care. Collie puppies. 8 weeks -
Stearn Clean one room at old. Call 436-5625. --
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, 'Olt 4110. A 10' x









FREE TO GOOD HOME
3 year old Lhapso Apso.
Good family pet. Call
436-2235..
ONE GREY AND WHITE
male kitten, 12 weeks
old, and orange female
cat. Call 753-3994.
ONE BLACK MALE
kitten, 6 weeks and one
black apd white female
kitten, 8 weeks old. Call
753-8761.
'Swing on up my happy hill and find the very home you
want.' Start living a carefree life in this 3 bedroom frame..
family room, large eat-in kitchen. . located on large
lakeview lot. Call for details ndw.
After Hours
Loretta lobs - 753-6079
Helen Spann - 753-1579
BM Payne - 753-9794
Brenda Jones - 753-8668
Glenda Smith. 753-1499
Judy Johnston - 437-4446
INVESTMENT PROPERTY _
Good two story cement block building 45 x 33,
with first floor ideal for car repair, cleanup or
similar business. Two rented apartments on the
- -second floor. Owner-will--inelnde-1.37 -acres of
land In rear of building and wants an offer. -





George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492-8302 MN 'foppery(' 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 753-4474
Dial-A-Service
(This alphabetized page will rya weekly - dip it from




































Nowa, gardsa, wto, orwor,
wow and wocroto tools saml
etc.
753-5703
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Deaths and Funerals I
'C.E. Richie Dies
Today At Age 90;
Funeral Tuesday
C. E. Richie, a resident of
Salem Church Road, Mayfield
Route Seven, died this mor-
ning at 1:25 at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
WM 90 Ptarkg ag
The deceased was a
member of the Coldwater
. United Methodist Church,
Born Septei-nber 29, 1887, he
was the son cif the late Mr: and
Mrs. Andrew Franklin Richie.
Mr. Richie is survived by his
_ wife, Mrs. Lottie Cooper_
Richie, Murray Route Seven;
five daughteil, Mrs. Robert
(Myrtle) Byrd and Mrs. Cody
(Frankie) Tidwell, Mayfield
Route Seven, Coldwater, Mrs.
Cody (Ann ) Young, Mayfield.
Mrs. Riley (Margaret)
Carter,- Phoenix, Ariz., and
...Mrs. Jerry (Sue) „BIllington,
Lavonia, Mich.; two sons,
-Charlie Rlebie, Phoenix,
Ariz., and Harry Richie,
Fairview, Ill.
He is also survived by three
step daughters, Mrs.
Elizabeth Jones, Mrs. Burie
( Lucille ) Haneline..,tuicl Mrs.
J. T. (Helen) Tidwell, and one
step son, James Cooper, all of
Mayfield Route Seven,
Coldwater; one sister, Mrs.




sixteen step great grand-
children.
Thk_funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home -with Bro. Jim
Glass and Bro. Hayes Grady




One Nance of 1103 Vine
Street, Murray, died Saturday
at seven p. in. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 81 years of age.
The - Murray man had
retired from the Assembly
Department of the Murray
Division . Tappan._
Company after having been
employed there from luly 11,,
.1.946, until April 1, 1964. He was
a member of the North Fork- •
Baptist Church, and was born
'March 24, 1896, in Henry
County, Tn.
Mr. Nance is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Huntus Stiles
Nance, 1103 Vine Street,
Murray; half brother, Ned
Nance, Almo; several nieces
and nephews.
The funeral is being held
today at two, p.. m.- at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Heyward Roberts officiating.
Serving as active
pallbearers are Walter B.




are Ogie Greenfield, Porter
Holland, Novis Pate, Buel
Mohundro, Luther Nance, Guy
Smith, and Perry Cornwell.






Begin Opens Doors To Sadat
JERUSALEM (AP) —
Prime Minister ..Menahem
Begin took Anwar &eclat upon
hi,s offer to visit Israel and
invited the Egyptian president
to address the Israeli
parliament.
Begin spoke Sunday as
bombs killed two Arabs in Je-
rusalem and as a spokesman
for the Palestine Liberation
Organization endorsed the
recent joint Soviet-American
declaration, as a ba,lis for. a
new tenevi peace con-
ference.
if President Sadat wants'
an official invitation from me,
he ha:. it," Begin told repor7
ters after the weekly meeting
of his cabinet. But "this
gesture should not be
exaggerated; President Sadat
has not yet decided to come,"
Begin added.
Twice last week', Sadat ex-
pressed willingness to go to Is-
rael if his trip would give im-
petus to the Geneva con-
ference he and President
Carter are so anxious to have
convened this year. But he
told visiting U.S. congressmen
Saturday that he had not been
officially invited. -
Sadat also said Saturday he
had sent Carter the name of a
Palestinian-American prof-
essor who would be acceptable
to PLO leader Yasir Arafat, as
the representative of the
Palestinians at Geneva. The
Theatre Characters
To Be At Story
Hour Wednesday
Israeli Foreign Minister
rejected the proposal, but
Begin said:
"If it comes to a concrete
proposal, connected with a
name, we must first hear the
name in order to make a deci-
sion."
Sadat did not identify the
professor but said he was a
U.S. citizen. However, in-
formed sources in Cairo said
he was a PLO member, and
Begin reiterated Israel's
refusal to negotiate with PLO
delegates at Geneva.
The document, issued in
New York by Secretary of
State Cyrus R. Vance and
Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei Gromyko, called for
resumption of the Geneva
talks before the end of the
year with Palestinian parti-
.cipation. The declaration did
not mention the PLO.
"The' minimum basis tha-.t
the PLO can accept for -the
'participation of •the
Palestinian people ... is the
U.S.-Soviet 'statement,"
Karrial said.
"We agree to participate in
the Geneva peace conference
provided U.N. Secretary.
General Kurt Waldheim, in
the name of the two super-
powers, invites the
representatives of the Pale-
stinian people as part of the
Arab delegation to the confer-
ence," Kama I added.
Marxist Palestinians of the
Popular Democratic Front for.
the Liberation of Palestine
claimed responsibility for the
two botateilbst esVocAiled Stm-
day in Jerusalem and said
they were in retaliation for the
Israeli air strikes that killed
110 Palestinians and Lebanese
in southern Lebanon last
week.
One bomb, in the Old City's
Christian quarter, .ripped
through the top floor of a two-
story building, killed an Arab
student and wounded four per-
sons. The second bomb ex-
ploded about three hours later
in the Jewish suburb of Talpiot
across the street frem a nur-
sery school. An Arab teen-







truck T and 16,000 civilian
volunteers went on the alert as
Britain's 43,000 firemen
prepared to launch their first
national strike today.in the. Bazzell.Cemetery., _ 'Names of students Characters from the..__ ,Government offkials. saki.Frieip.ds may call it. the' Tenth Grade weriAwnifted in Children's Theatre production the strike was expected tolastfuneral home after two p.m. the list of Calloway County of "The Red Shoes" to be at least a week. No talkstoday i Monday l. High School students on the presented November 16, 17, between leaders of the Firehonor roll for the first 'grading 
and 18 by the Speech and Brigades' Union and govern-period submitted to the 
Theatre Department of ment representatives were
Funeral Is Today Murray Ledger & Times for, Murray State University will scheduled until Wednesday._ be special guests at the af- The strike is the mostlot - Ratp1FGa 
•. _ . . 
ffur ,_. _Those not listed ' were . 4 -117-te- moon session of story
, • • .
.•. . . ..- follows: All A's—Sharon 
Hour-
at three p.m. on Wednesday,




Indianapolis,__Ind., died s and B's—David Thorn,Anita 
Underhill, Lisa- 
County Public Library.
Friday at St. Vincent Hospital, -
Indianapolis. He was a former Valentine, Mary Wagoner,
Karon Walker, Townya West,resident of Marshall County
and Rhonda Wilson.and was a member of the _
United Presbyterian Church.
He is survived by his wife, North Calloway
Mrs. Marian PticTe Griffin ; one
daughter, Mrs. Jane Green,
Indianapolis, Ind.; ..two PTC Plans Meeting
-Rena —A-csftmeeting Of the, Norttr-
Hasselback, Allenton, Mo.,
and Mrs. Ruby Haley, Dexter,
'three brothers, Raymond and
Robert Griffin, Evansville,
Ind., and Ranzy Griffin, Dale,
Ind.; three grandchildren;
two great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held -
today at one p. m. at the
chapel , of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with burial to
follow in the Pace Cemetery.
411•-
Calloway Elementary School
Parent-Teacher Club will be
held Thursday, November 17,
at 6:30p.m., according to J.W.
Jones, president of the PTC.
Dr. Jack Rose, superin-
tendent of Calloway County
Schools, will be present to
hifnern the group of changes in
the lunchroom program and to
discuss plans for the new
Middle School for Calloway
County.
SECURITY FEDERAL




1300 Johnson, Murray 159-1234
EXECUTIVE SALES
Large well established company expanding in
Western Ky. area offers outstanding career op-
portunity to several responsible individuals.
Business and professional sales experience





'Be Of Good Character And Preferably Married





'Recognition For Individual Efforts & Results
'Training Program
'Advancement Opportunities




Mr. Tom Graham or
Mr. Phil Walker
Monday, November 14, 1977 Between 4 p.m. to 9
p.m.










The cast will be in costume'
and will visit with the children
giving a preview of the per-
formance& which.will be held
at 9:30 a.m. on Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday, at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Ms. Cathy
Nix is director of the show.
--Only- hi, afternoon Story-
Hour will be held on Wed-
nesday so that all children
may see this program at the




The Carter School WillTave
open house at the school on
Tuesday, November 15, from
seven to eight p.m. All parents
are urged to visit their
children's rooms and visit
with the teachers.
Following the open house for
parents and teachers will
assemble in the school library
for refreshments, according to
the Rev. C. E. Timberlake,
president of the Parent-
Teacher Club.
one of the firemen at the
station that protects Windsor
Castle, UM- reporters: "We
won't turn out even if the
queen-- is trapped in the
castle."
The biggest danger ap-
peared to be in strife-torn
-Northern Ireland, where
security authorities expected
the Irish Republican Army to
intensify its firebomb cam-
paign to wreck the province's
commercial life. Five bombs
exploded in Belfast Sunday
night, gutting at least three
serious Challenge so far of the -.buildings. Four other -bombs
Labor government's 'deter- were defused.'
aTon ititibittilif Us WTii London', where I:hell-Ate
percent, anti-inflation ceiling of 6,500 'fitemen get an.
on annual wage increases, average of 700 calls a day,
now in its third year. only 1,600 inexperlenced
The firemen, whose week1, troops were on call. Rost of
base pay averages $115, are them had only a few days'
demanding a 30 percent in- training in firefighting.
crease. "We can't take over fire sta-
Home Secretary Merlyn tic:is and their equipment to
Rees in a broadcast Sunday avoid confrontation with fire-
night said the government is.. men's pickets. We'll just have
not seeking confrontations -to make do with what we've
got," said Maj. Charles Fen-
wick of the Grenadier Guards,
commanding 300 army fire-
fighters at London's Chelsea
Barracks.
What they had was a fleet of
25-year-old civil defense fire-
trucks brought out of moth-
balls. They have no radios or -
sirens and will have to guided
by police cars because most of
the soldier-drivers don't know
the cities' streets.
Federal State Market News Service The government put half-November 14,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market pageads in all major news-
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations 
& 
loaners telling the public whatReceipts. Act 1892 Est. 475 Barrows 
Gilts 25-50. higher Sows steady - I 50 to do in case of fire. "See if you
higher can tackle the fire yourself ...sv.US 1-2200-230 lbs. $38.00-38.50
75-a8 25 but don't risk your life," said
$3475-37 75 the ads.' :as 75-36.75
'Families moved out of high-'
. $31 °°"32 n° rise apartment houses in Bir-
over its pay policy that "is for
the good of us all," but it will
not back down.
Rees said he could not be-
lieve "that anyone, for ex-
ample, would allow children's
and old people's homes to burn
down around their oc-
cupants." But Michael Brown,
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS DOWN










18 Hindu 8 Soak •
cymbals 9 Dinner
—24Prehs wi-th c 
22 Pitcher's 10 Man's
infraction nickname
24 Breathe It Paid notice
with 17 Hebrew
difficulty month
27 Drinks 19 Symbol for
slowly. silver
29 Observes 21 Unlock
31 Change 23 Retain
color of 25 Figure of
32 Entreaties speech
34 Bark 26 Looked
36 Compass intently
point 27 Scatte






























US 1-3 200-2401bs. 
US 2-4 240-260 lbs
US 3-4 260-230 lbs  
Sows
L'S I-2270-350 lbs
US 1-3 300450 lbs
t US 1-3 450-650 lbs $31.50-32.50 few 13 50 mingham to keep from being
US 2-3 300-500 lbs $29 °°'3D °° trapped by fire; theirBoars 24 60-2600 
  _eley_giort_were already out
due to a month-old strike by
maintenance men.
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(Continued From Page 1)
In addition to having earned
the State Farmer Degree,
candidates for the American
Farmer Degree must have
been active members of the
FFA for at least three years.
They must have a record of
participation in local and state
FFA activities and they must
have completed all of the
vocational agriculture in-
struction offered in their high
school. American Farmer
applicants must have earned
at least ;LOW by their own





The National FFA Con-
vention is an annual event of
the Future Farmers of
America and is carried out in
cooperation with the U. S.
Office of. Education, of the
Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. This
year over 20,500 FFA mem-
bers, vocational agriculture
teachers, parents, andguests
are taking part in the- 50th
National FFA Convention.
WIN VANDERBILT OPEN — Three leaders in Murray
Brigade" color guard stand with trophies the unit won at Vanderbilt Open
Flag and Rifle Contest and Festival Saturday in Nashville. Pictured (from left)
ale: Kathy Fenton, color guard commander, Deana Seigler, rifle co-captain,
and Danna Shipley, flag co-captain.
McGaughey, Journalism
Head, Honored
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey,
III, chairman of the Depart-
ment of Journalism and
Radio-Television at Murray.
State University, bid- been
awarded a Presidential




The Murray State News, the
campus newspaper.
He earned the B. A. and M.
A. degrees at Murray State .
ant the Ph.D. degree at Ohio






Its Se. 1216 7.04112$
Pm Poet* 11.4toe; Door
Issued by Lillian Lodge
Kopenhaver .--Of Flail& In-
ternational University in
Miami, NCCPA president, the
citation was awarded to
McGaughey "in appreciation
and recognition of meritorious_
service to the organization
and to student publications."
McGaughey, who joined the
faculty at Murray State in 1969
and became departmental
chairman in 1974, has served
the past two years as national
research director of NCCPA.
During that .tirne,„...he works4._.
With Tom •Farthing, jour-
nalism instructor, and Tom
Monarch, graduate student,




He also initiated in the
NCCPA's College Press
Review, as a co-editor with
Bert Ardoin, journalism
chairman at - Southern
Mississippi University, a
regular quarterly annotated
bibliography of articles of
interest to college publications
advisers andaffefs.
McGaughey is serving his
third year as a co-adviser to
the Shield, the university
yettrbook. Before becoming
chairman, he served more
than three years as adviser to
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stock of local interest al.noon
EDT, thday, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray. are as follows:
He ublein Inc 
McDonalds Corp  49% uric.
Ponderosa Systems  1514 -%
Kimberly Clark 40 +
Union Carbide . . 426 -4
W. R. Grace 27% -3/4
Texaco   27% -%
General Eke.   5214 Air
GAF Corp 1014 unc.
Georgia Pacific 29% -4
Pfizer 25% -%
Jim Walters ..........  29% -V4
Kirsch 19 +N.
Disney 31114 -14
Franklin Mint 814 . +%
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &























"Safety-FirsV, is common sense. Ilut,:thislogaii is
ignored at times. Dictates of good judgement are
disregarded. Surely there would be less fires, less ac-
cidents, less grief, if the thought of safety motivated us
to do certain things ahead of time. For example, a sim-
ple, easy, safety precaution we can see needed in many
places is seldom thought about. In fact, we believe this
easy-to-do thing has rarely, if ever, been publicized -
before.
Firemerviolicemen, ambulance crews, cab drivers_
-OrOther`Persons who inlikhave-ocCi-sioillOIe Willed to
your home in an ethergency will agree this easy-to-do_
thing is a sound, sensible act. All of them would ap-
preciate your help in making it easier for them to helii'
you if and when you may need help - quickly.
This "help" is in having your house number is an
easy to see spot! Have you looked at it lately, yourself?
Can it be clearly and instantly seen, day or NIGHT? Is
it covered with an obstruction - or paint? If repair,
relocation or replacement is needed, would it not be a
good idea to take care of it - today - and play "safe"?..,._-__





Specializing in all types of Auto Body Repair on





• . Call 753-5273
Nights & Weekends
492-8154
753-1833
